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Abstract 
The Earth is very heterogeneous, especially in the region close to the surface of the 
Earth, and in regions close to the core-mantle boundary (CMB). The lowermost 
mantle (bottom 300km of the mantle) is the place for fast anomaly (3% faster S 
velocity than PREM, modeled from Sed) , for slow anomaly (-3% slower S velocity than 
PREM, modeled from S,ScS), for extreme anomalous structure (ultra-low velocity 
zone, 30% lower inS velocity, 10% lower in P velocity). Strong anomaly with larger 
dimension is also observed beneath Africa and Pacific, originally modeled from travel 
time of S, SKS and ScS. Given the heterogeneous nature of the earth, more accurate 
approach (than travel time) has to be applied to study the details of various anomalous 
structures, and matching waveform with synthetic seismograms has proven effective 
in constraining the velocity structures. However, it is difficult to make synthetic 
seismograms in more than 1D cases where no exact analytical solution is possible. 
Numerical methods like finite difference or finite elements are too time consuming 
in modeling body waveforms. We developed a 2D synthetic algorithm, which is 
extended from 1D generalized ray theory (GRT) , to make synthetic seismograms 
efficiently (each seismogram per minutes) . This 2D algorithm is related to WKB 
approximation, but is based on different principles, it is thus named to be WKM, i.e. , 
WKB modified. WKM has been applied to study the variation of fast D" structure 
beneath the Caribbean sea, to study the plume beneath Africa. WKM is also applied 
to study PKP precursors which is a very important seismic phase in modeling lower 
mantle heterogeneity. By matching WKM synthetic seismograms with various data, 
we discovered and confirmed that (a) The D" beneath Caribbean varies laterally, and 
the variation is best revealed with Scd+Sab beyond 88 degree where Sed overruns 
Sab. (b) The low velocity structure beneath Africa is about 1500 km in height, at 
least 1000km in width, and features 3% reduced S velocity. The low velocity structure 
is a combination of a relatively thin, low velocity layer (200km thick or less) beneath 
Vll 
the Atlantic, then rising very sharply into mid mantle towards Africa. (c) At the 
edges of this huge Africa low velocity structures, ULVZs are found by modeling the 
large separation between S and ScS beyond 100 degree. The ULVZ to the eastern 
boundary was discovered with SKPdS data, and later is confirmed by PKP precursor 
data. This is the first time that ULVZ is verified with distinct seismic phase. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Perhaps seismology is the most important tool in the study of the structure of Earth. 
There are different branches of seismology that provide constraints on the modeling 
of the Earth; these include, for example: 
• Normal modes modeling is sensitive to large scale structure and provides infor-
mation about density contrast. 
• Travel time tomography assumes small perturbation of velocity structure, there-
fore, assuming seismic arrivals are advanced or delayed , yet with nondisturbed 
waveforms. 
• Waveform modeling stresses the effects of velocity structures on waveforms. 
Triplication (e.g. , Sed Lay and Heimberger [1983]), multipathing (split PKPab,Luo 
et al. [2001]) , diffraction (longer period S beyond 90 degree, this study) of cer-
tain seismic phases provide very important information about the smaller scale 
(than tomography) variation of velocity which is hard to resolve. 
Among these branches, waveform modeling is crucial in revealing detailed struc-
tures, e.g. , both the velocity jump in D" and the Ultra Low Velocity Zone (ULVZ, 
which is presumed to have 10% reduction in P velocity, 30% reduction inS velocity) 
have been discovered with waveform studies. Typically waveform modeling involves 
(1) a forward velocity model, (2) an algorithm to construct theoretical seismograms 
for the model, (3) match the synthetic seismograms with observed data, and ( 4) find 
the difference, then back to (1) by changing the velocity model, until satisfactory 
match is achieved. For 1D velocity models, a few algorithms have been developed 
to compute synthetics seismograms, e.g., Generalized Ray theory, Heimberger et al. 
[1996b]; Frequency-wave number (FK) method; Normal model summation. All these 
methods are applied in various studies where 1D modeling is appropriate. 
2 
However , the Earth is heterogeneous, not only radially (ID), but also laterally 
(3D) . In some situations, the lateral heterogeneity can be up to tens of percent (e.g., 
ULVZ) , where small perturbations may not be valid. To apply waveform modeling for 
these regions a 2D or 3D synthetic algorithm is required. Finite difference or finite 
element and their variants (pseudo spectrum, spectrum element) provide accurate 
results, but are computationally expensive. Wen and Heimberger [1998a] developed 
a hybrid method by interfacing ID GRT synthetics with 2D numerical synthetics 
which reduces computation time substantially while proving effective in modeling 
ULVZ structures. However, this method can be used where the anomalous region is 
spatially limited so that the numerical computation for the anomalous region is not 
overwhelming. 
Through this thesis, we propose an approximate analytical algorithm to construct 
synthetic seismograms for 2D heterogeneous media, and apply this algorithm to model 
various velocity structures. The advantage of an approximate analytical approach is 
that it produce synthetics fast while maintaining accuracy. In the following chapters, 
we show how this algorithm works (chapter 2); apply this method to fast D" to model 
Sed variation (chapter 2); then apply this method to study slow velocity anomaly 
beneath Africa (chapters 3, 5); and finally apply this method to ULVZ and predict 
details of PKP precursors (chapter 6). 
Our goal is not limited to refined algorithms for the solution of synthetic seismo-
grams, rather we hope to understand the velocity structure with the application of 
the algorithms and comparison to detailed record sections. Thus ID waveform mod-
eling (chapter 4) is combined with 2D modeling to constrain the velocity structure 
beneath Africa. Preliminary application of ID and 2D waveform modeling shows 
that there are strong lateral variation in the lower most mantle: some are fast (3% 
larger in shear wave velocity as compared to PREM); some are slow anomaly, but 
have geometry characterized by a long layer or a upwelling (typically 3-4% lower in 
S wave velocity ) ; at the boundary between fast and slow velocity region or at the 
foot of the upwelling, ULVZ is probably similar in appearance to an elongated dome, 
a conclusion based on SKPdS waveform modeling (Appendix A) while also being 
3 
verified with PKP precursor modeling. 
4 
Chapter 2 Constructing Synthetics from 
Deep Earth Tomographic Models 
2.1 Abstract 
Recent studies of deep mantle structure indicate strong heterogeneity. To conduct 
high resolution waveform modeling of these structures, we have developed a new 
method to construct 2D synthetics directly from block-style tomographic models. 
Unlike the WKBJ approximation which utilizes rays overshooting and undershooting 
receivers, our method (WKM approximation) uses rays that arrive at the receiver. 
First, the ray paths from the lD layered reference model are used to localize each ray 
segment, where the anomalous velocities are applied by overlay, as in tomography. 
Next, new Pi (ti) (Pi ray parameter, ti travel time) are computed to satisfy Snell's law 
along with their numerical derivative (bp/bt), which is used to construct a synthetic 
seismogram similar to the WKBJ method. As a demonstration of usefulness of this 
method, we generated WKM synthetics for the D" region of high velocities beneath 
Central America based on Grand 's tomography model. Reasonable fits to broadband 
data are obtained by condensing his distributed anomalies into his lowermost mantle 
layer which predicts synthetics containing a laterally varying Sed triplication similar 
to observations. 
2.2 Introduction 
Recent studies of lower mantle structure reveal strong heterogeneity at scales from 10 
to 10,000 kilometers and velocity variations of up to 50% in extreme situations (see 
review, Lay et al. , 1998). Long period global studies display a circum-Pacific pattern 
of normal velocities with embedded high velocity structures, particularly beneath 
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eastern Asia and the Caribbean. The mid-Pacific is relatively slow, with very low 
velocities within specific regions(Wen and Heimberger 1998, Breger and Romanowicz 
1998, Breger et al. 1998 ). Some of the high-velocity pockets seen in travel-time to-
mography are underlain by sharp features which can produce triplications. Lay and 
Heimberger (1983) employed several1D S-velocity models (figure 2.1) to explain some 
of t hese observations. In these models, the thickness of D" varies considerably and 
has been inferred to be 250 km (SLHA), 280 km (SLHO) and 320 km (SLHE). These 
models, though very simple, can fit about 90 percent of their data. The basis for their 
differences is that the triplications, as displayed in figure 2.2, vary in position between 
S and ScS from region to region, i.e. , points b and c are not global (Wysession et 
al., 1998). Moreover, there is considerable variation across any particular region as 
shown by Weber et al. (1996), for the area beneath Asia (SLHE), and by Kendall and 
Nangini (1996) for the Caribbean (SLHA) region. The lateral variation associated 
with the triplication beneath America was noted in the init ial report by Lay and 
Heimberger (1983) as displayed in figure 2.3. Note that FBC is located in eastern 
North America while EDM is in western North America (figure 2.14). Their wave-
forms show distinctly different interference patterns for events arriving from South 
America. It would be particularly useful to explain such variation from tomography-
based models with some fine scale adjustments, as proposed by Sidorin et al. (1998a). 
They demonstrate that the above Sed triplication can be produced by a combina-
tion of a positive velocity-gradient induced by subducted material superimposed on 
a small global velocity discontinuity of 1%. Dynamic modeling suggests why this 
phenomenon is likely to be rapidly varying and 3D in nature, Sidorin et al. (1998b). 
To retrieve this type of detail from seismology, we need to move beyond 1D mod-
eling and use 3D tomographic models based on travel time analysis as a starting 
point. In particular, we introduce a new method of generating synthetics directly 
from 2D sections through these models so that local modifications can be made to 
explain regional features such as displayed in figure 2.3. Generating synthetics for 
heterogeneous earth models has a long history, in which many useful methods have 
been developed (Aki and Richards, 1980). For many applications, the WKBJ ap-
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Figure 2.1: S velocity models showing regional variation of D" thickness. SLHA 
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velocity discont inuity. After Lay and Heimberger, 1983. 
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Figure 2.3: Long period SH records at FBC (Frobisher Bay, Canada) and EDM 
(Edminton, Canada) for some events beneath South America. The traces are aligned 
on the first arrival. For FBC, Sed is weaker than Sab, while for EDM, Sed is stronger 
than Sab· After Lay and Heimberger (1983). 
proximation proves particularly appealing (Chapman, 1978). An application of the 
method to deep earth models is discussed by Chapman and Orcutt (1985) along with 
a comparison of 1D synthetics generated against those generated by the FK method. 
The WKBJ method has been extended to 2D by Chapman and Drummond (1982), 
referred to as Maslov Theory. Graves and Heimberger (1988) applied this approach 
to modeling multiple S phases (S, SS, ... ) with some success. Liu and Tromp (1998) 
demonstrate that this method can produce D" triplications from long wavelength 
variations if they inflate the structural contrast of the Su et a l. (1994) model, but no 
comparison of synthetics with data was presented. 
Ding and Heimberger (1997) modeled a profile of broadband Sed data from the 
Californian arrays, TERRAscope (Caltech) and BDSN (Berkeley Digital Seismogra-
phy Network) , and again found evidence for lateral variation on several scales. They 
presented synthetics for a possible 2D model consisting of layers with varying thick-
ness by applying a modified Cagniard-de Hoop approach (Heimberger et al. ,1996). 
Here we introduce an approximate solution, WKM, to a layered-block model, with 
constant layer thickness but varying velocity, and apply it to the Caribbean anomaly 
9 
discussed above. 
2.3 The WKM Approx imation 
We begin with a brief review of the WKBJ method and its relationship to generalized 
ray theory (CRT) , for a 1D layered model. Figure 2.4 displays the primary difference 
in ray path geometry for the simple turning-ray solution in a smoothly varying ma-
terial, assumed to be a layered model. The WKBJ method can be derived directly 
from asymptotic theory (wavefront expansion) ,(Chapman 1978, 1982) and is based on 
geometric ray paths of the type displayed in figure 2.4b. The solution is constructed 
from a large number of rays arriving before and beyond the receiver. These rays 
have ray parameter (pi) and travel time ( ti). The wave field at the receiver can be 
approximated with the summation 
(2.1) 
Following the CRT approach Heimberger (1968], we sum generalized rays connecting 
the source to the receiver after reflecting from each layer interface, starting and ending 
with the rays displayed in figure 2.4a. Chapman (1976) shows that the sum of these 
generalized rays can be replaced by a complex integration over depth and that this 
integral can be approximated by again expression (2.1) . A similar solution was found 
by a numerical approximation of CRT synthetics Wiggins (1976]. The two solutions 
with similar expressions yield about the same synthetics, Heimberger et al. (1996), 
but have distinctly different ray paths. So as to avoid confusion, we will refer to 
methods involving the type of ray paths displayed in figure 2.4a as the WKM method. 
Also displayed in Fig.2.4 is a LVZ situated to demonstrate the differences in methods 
that can arise. WKM (top) utilizes rays arriving at the receiver, total responses 
are derived by summing contribution from each ray, while WKBJ (bottom) uses 
rays overshooting and undershooting the receivers which might potentially violate 
causality as discussed by Burdick and Salvado (1986) . They used the earlier approach 
10 
a) Generalized Ray Paths 
Source Receiver 
Refracting at time t 
b) Geometric Ray Paths 
Source A Q Receiver B 
Deep Ray at time t 
Figure 2.4: Two possible choices of ray paths for slowness calculations involving 
generalized ray paths and geometric ray paths. The generalized paths in (a) define a 
different envelope of causality than the geometric paths displayed in (b). In (a) the 
rays are generalized rays, each ray is reflected from each layer interface. The rays 
above the geometric one carry refracted energy, while the rays below the geometric one 
carry reflected energy. All the rays connect the source and receiver, WKM integrates 
the contribution of each ray to produce synthetics (see figure 2.6 for details). In (b) 
the rays are geometric rays; these rays overshoot or undershoot the receiver. WKBJ 
method integrates all the contributions of these geometric rays to produce synthetics. 
The two sets of rays interact with perturbations in very different ways. After Burdick 
and Salvado, 1986. 
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Chapman [1976], in their development of a 3D slowness method. 
Because WKBJ can be directly derived from classical optic theory, it proves rela-
tively easy to treat 3D problems for smoothly varying media (Liu and Tromp, 1996). 
Sharp boundaries cause difficulties following this approach where GRT has some 
advantages. Energy trapping caused by locally dipping structure provides a good ex-
ample where comparisons of GRT solution with finite-difference methods prove GRT 
quite favorable Vidale and Heimberger [1988]. Unfortunately, such solutions involve 
dealing with spatially dependent ray parameters and their attendant problems Frazer 
and Phinney [1980]. A simple example of locally dipping interfaces and how they have 
been treated is displayed in figure 2.5 Hong and Heimberger [1988]. The relationship 
between ti and local ray-parameter Pi becomes 
(2.2) 
with /3i the shear velocity and di and hi defined in the figure 2.5. Changes in the 
ray parameter p caused by the dipping interfaces are embedded in Pi· Applying this 
procedure to a large number of layers is obviously cumbersome in the same way as 
computing synthetics in spherical shells Gilbert and Heimberger [1972]. In this case, 
the solution was simplified by adjusting the velocities to correct for changes in the 
relative slopes of interfaces which leads to earth flattening. 
Following this approach, Heimberger et al. (1996) introduced the local stretching 
approximation to 2D structures which maps di, /3i, and hi from figure 2.5 into d~, f3L 
h~ where Pi = p is constant along a ray path. Thus, the ray path displayed in figure 
2.5 maps the dipping structures into a fiat-layered model with d/s lying along the 
interfaces and hi's at right angles. Note that if the ray was reflected back through the 
layers, these parameters would take on different values. The accuracy of this approach 
is demonstrated in the above study by comparing synthetics against finite-difference 
methods. A 2D profile of synthetics generated with this code was presented in Ding 
and Heimberger (1997). Synthetics generated from such a parameterization has a 
natural relationship with block-style tomography models. Following the tomographic 
12 
Figure 2.5: Diagram displaying geometrical spreading for locally dipping interfaces. 
The parameterization used in generating G RT synthetics is indicated in terms of di , 
and hi, after Hong and Heimberger (1978) . 
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approximation. we find d;., hi, f3i for the 1D reference model, we overlay a new velocity 
structure and obtain di, /3:, hi which freezes the path but will change the time. 
This scheme is used in most tomography studies which will be referred to as the 
time-corrected approach. A better approximation is to overlay the velocities and 
recompute the path d~, f3:. Thus more accurate responses may be achieved. We call 
this approximation path corrected. Figure 6 displays such paths for an earth-flattened 
model containing a fast block in D" . 
Although this approach appears simple, the treatment of the vertical block bound-
aries needs to be addressed, in particular, the way we handle the ray bending that 
occurs when a ray crosses into a neighboring block within a layer. In figure 2.6a the 
velocity 13; is assigned when a crossing from interface (i-1) into (i) and remains so 
until encountering interface (i+1), essentially no correction at vertical boundaries in 
each layer. In figure 2.6b, the rays are bent to correct for wall-crossing. Ray paths 
for B satisfies reciprocity while those in case A do not. A blow-up of the ray paths 
is displayed in figure 2.6c showing the slight adjustment in path when leaving the 
fast block. To determine those paths involves iteratively recomputing ray parameter 
p so that the ray arrives at the receiver; in particular the ray satisfies Snell's law on 
all velocity boundaries, both horizontal and vertical. The drawback of this exact ray 
tracing method when applied to tomographic models is that the ray will not always 
arrive at the receiver because of the existence of the corners of blocks in tomographic 
models. The travel time vs. ray parameter plots ( kPi) with these various approxima-
tions are displayed in figure 2.7a and b, for a distance of 82°. The PREM model (1D) 
produces a smooth minimum which yields a simple square-root singularity for (dp/dt) 
as expected for a geometric arrival (Chapman, 1978). The time corrected or tomo-
graphic approximation yields a slight secondary inflection while the path-corrected 
approximation (case A in figure 2.6) produces a true secondary arrival or triplication 
as can be seen in figure 2.8. The (kPi) curves for a comparison of the two ray-tracing 
approaches discussed in figure 2.6 are given in figure 2.7b. The two methods yield a 
small shift between S and the triplication, but with similar amplitudes. This partic-
ular example was computed assuming layer thickness of 20km which produces about 
14 
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Figure 2.6: Ray paths connecting t he various interfaces to the source and receivers at 
a distance of 82 o . The shaded zone represents a 4% increase in velocity relative to 
PREM where the anomaly extends from 0°to 36°. Plot (A) displays these paths where 
the ray path does not bend when crossing the walls of the box have been neglected. 
Plot (B) includes such bending while plot (C) displays a blow-up of the anomalous 
region where the bending is more obvious. 
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a quarter of a second offset in synthetics as shown in figure 2.7c. Decreasing layer 
thickness reduces this offset, but this level of accuracy is equally effected by the choice 
of fitting a smooth curve through the discrete (t( pi) points needed in performing the 
derivative (dp/ dt). While a number of useful approximations are available (Chap-
man, 1978) , we found the generalized cross validation (GCV) method Wahba [1990) 
to be particularly effective. Basically the GCV method minimizes simultaneously the 
integral of the square of second derivative of the data and the variation between the 
data and the smoothed curve. Choosing cubic splines as basis function f(x) , one can 
show that for a set of discrete data (xi,Yi) , Jlk1(x) minimizes 
(2.3) 
and the >. is obtained by minimizing: 
(2.4) 
where Wkk is the weight for each data point which is estimated automatically. For 
details, see Wahba (1990) . 
In summary, the distinction between the paths for approach A and B of figure 
2.6 goes away as the layer thickness is decreased and neglecting ray bending at ver-
tical boundaries circumvents the corner problem. Moreover, we do not expect such 
structures in the earth and neglecting corner-diffractions is probably a reasonable 
approximation with respect to the usual determinations of tomographic models. In 
short, we will assume the simplified local stretching approximation where every ray 
path is obtained from a specific homogeneous layered velocity structure and can be 
easily determined. 
The response for each of these rays can be generated following the GRT approach 
or we can obtain a useful WKM approximation, applying equation (!)(Chapman 
1976). The three sets of synthetics corresponding to the reference model and to 
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Figure 2.7: (a)p-t curves for the three approximations for a distance of 82 degrees. 
The solid curve is for the lD reference model (PREM). The dashed line is for path 
corrected approximation where the faster zone flattens ray paths causing a tripli-
cation, while 2D time correction does not produce extra phases. (b) Approximate 
path correction vs. exact path correction. The dashed curve is an approximate path-
corrected p-t curve, the solid curve is the p-t curve for exact path correction which is 
achieved by ray-tracing to every interface by applying snells law. The approximate 
path correction is achieved by local stretching algorithm assuming constant layer ve-
locity with no bending. (c) The synthetics based on the approximate path correction 
(dashed line) and exact path correction (solid) respectively. The arrows indicate the 
beginning of truncation phase due to the existence of the CMB. The two seismograms 
show a very similar sed phase. 
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the two approximations are shown in figure 2.8 following the latter method. The 
ScS phase is shifted ahead about the same amount in both approximations relative 
to the PREM synthetics since the ScS path correction is less severe than for Sed. 
The absence of the Sed phase in time-corrected synthetics shows the necessity of 
performing the path corrections. Doubling the number of layers produces about the 
same synthetics which is a good test of the procedure. 
2.4 Application 
Most tomographic models display relatively high-velocities beneath Central America 
including the inversion by Grand (1994) which we will use for demonstrative purposes 
figure 2.9. This model displays a strong structural gradient beneath the Caribbean. 
While the paths towards Newfoundland shows nearly a PREM-like structure, the 
western paths cross major fast velocity structures. This feature appears to be com-
patible with the observation of Kendall and Nangini (1996) who argued for strong 
variations in Sed beneath the Caribbean, being strong towards the west and weak to-
ward the east. However, Grand's model has a relatively smooth vertical D" structure 
since this tomography model does not contain information about the Sed phase. This 
can be seen in the 2D cross section as displayed in figure 2.9d connecting Argentina 
to California. Synthetic predictions from this section are given in figure 2.10a with 
no noticeable Sed phase. A modification is displayed in figure 2.9e, where we follow 
Grand 's (1998) suggestion of enhancing the anomalies in the bottom most layer with 
a factor of 3 while compensating in overlying layers. These modifications of tomogra-
phy models is quite similar to the approach used to study travel time and waveform 
anomalies (Ni et al., 1999) and has proven to be quite useful. This change artificially 
produces a triplication (Sed) while roughly conserving the travel time variations in S 
and its multiples, ScS and SKS, which are used in the original tomographic model. 
Clearly, such a mapping is rather arbitrary and we will simply use it as one possible 
idealization and make synthetic predictions along various profiles. Jote that these to-
mographic images are, by their nature, rough, and some smoothing procedure should 
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Figure 2.8: Synthetic record sections for lD, 2D time corrected, 2D path corrected. 
Travel time is in reduced form. Note that the 2D time correction synthetics do not 
show the Sed phase while the 2D path correction synthetics do. 
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Figure 2.9: Horizontal slices of Grand's tomographic velocity model at three depths 
displaying the Caribbean anomaly; (a) the depth between 2890(CMB)-2650km. (b) 
the depth between 2650-2500krn. (c) the depth between 2500-2350km. The three 
lines indicate azimuth samples of the structure for an event located in Argentine 
(05/10/1994). The left line marks the western margin of the fast zone, the middle 
line marks the most anomalous portion. Note that the western region beneath the 
Caribbean is relatively faster than the eastern region which is marked line on the 
right. (d) Grand's Model. (e) Enhanced Grand's Model, as described in the text. 
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probably be applied , but at this stage of exploratory waveform imaging we will simply 
use them directly. although, by omitting ., corners"' , we have de facto smoothed. 
As discussed earlier, D" appears to contain a broad range of structures on dif-
ferent scales. Thus, for our first numerical experiment we will revisit the broadband 
California data studied by Ding and Heimberger (1997). A selection of data showing 
the Sed phase is displayed in figure 2.11 , along with synthetics from a 1D subducted 
slab model proposed by Sidorin et a!. (1998a) . Their particular model contains a 
double thermal boundary layer one at t he CrviB (negative gradient) and the other 
approaching a 1% velocity jump (positive gradient) a couple of hundred km above 
C:\'IB. Synt hetics for the enhanced model clearly show Sed phases (Figure 2.11c). 
Though 1D synthetics fit the travel times well, the amplitudes of the Sed phases are 
too strong as compared with observed data at some stations, e.g. , PAS. The 2D 
synthetics fit the relative amplitude of Sed to S at some stations, but do not fit the 
timing separation between S and ScS as well as the 1D model. This feature is easily 
accommodated by adding a low-velocity boundary layer approaching the CMB, as in 
Sidorin et al.(1998a). Perhaps a more interesting feature displayed by t his observed 
record section is the rapid variation associated with Sed· ote that Sed appears early 
and strong at NEE while relatively weak and late at BAR; the pattern changes for 
different events (Ding and Heimberger, 1997). Vve could alter the 2D structure to 
increase the amplitude of Sed and make it more variable, but to be meaningful would 
require extensive data analysis. This will be possible with the extended broadband 
network installation now in progress (Jones et a!. , 1999). 
Two synthetic record sections along the paths to FBC and ED I are displayed in 
figure 2.12 . As expected , the FBC synthetics show a weak Sed relat ive to Sab since 
the structure is approaching PRE.\11. These predictions can be compared with the 
observations displayed earlier in figure 2.3. \Vhile these predictions do not overlay 
the observed waveforms exactly, they do compare quite well at the range of 89°(figure 
2.13). ·ate that the strong shoulder indicated by the second arrow in ED1vl (LP) 
matches the data. In contrast, the second arrival (Sab) appears stronger in the FBC 
(LP) synthetics which agrees with the data. Lay and Heimberger (1983) also displayed 
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Figure 2.10: 2D synthetics for Grand 's model (a) and enhanced model (b). Before 
enhancement, Grand's model does not produce an appreciable Sed phase, while the 
enhanced model does. 
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Figure 2.11 : Comparison of waveform data with 1D synthetics and 2D synthetics. The 
data (SH) are recorded by TERRAscope stations for the Argentine event (05/ 10/ 94) 
(Ding and Heimberger 1997). 1D synthet ics assumes a 1D model with 120 km tran-
sitional zone 280 km above CMB; see Sidorin et a1.(1998a). 2D synthetics are based 
on the enhanced model in figure 2.9e. 
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short-period observations at those ranges where EDM data clearly show two arrivals 
similar to those in our synthetics. Thus, even though these waveform features appear 
subdued, they are probably observable, especially at distances greater than 90° with 
the new broadband data currently available and new classes of D" models recently 
introduced. 
An overlay of the synthetics generated along the azimuths to the EDM and FBC 
shows some interesting time shifts. At the smallest ranges, the FBC records arrive 
about 6 seconds earlier than at EDM as expected from the contrast in upper man-
tle structure (Grand and Heimberger, 1984). However, at the largest ranges, they 
have nearly the same arrival times because of the fast D" structure along the EDM 
azimuth which essentially compensates for the upper mantle delay. The cross-over 
distance shifts to smaller ranges for this reason. In the lower panel of figure 2.14, 
a contour map indicating the position of cross-over (heavy line) is displayed along 
with timing lines. These curves indicate the separation between the two arrivals, S ab 
versus Sed, as displayed in figure 2.2. Mapping cross-over distance has the advantage 
of excluding the upper mantle effects, since Sed ray paths and Sab ray paths are very 
close together in the upper mantle. If the lower mantle velocity structure is 1D, the 
cross-over distance should be equal along different azimuths. Thus, the deviation of 
crossover contours from a circle implies lateral variation in the lower mantle velocity 
structure which is easily observable with the deviation of about about 1 o in this case. 
The pattern changes most rapidly along the eastern edge of the Grand's Caribbean 
anomaly as displayed. 
The upper portion of figure 2.14 displays a cross section across the North America 
continent roughly along the cross-over contour. The triangles indicate the azimuth 
appropriate to EDM and FBC with the event in South America. Thus the path 
passing through the upper mantle to EDM is clearly tectonic (TNA) relative to FBC 
(SNA). The bars indicate travel time steps in intervals of 0.5 second which are ap-
propriate for the upper mantle contribution to travel times along the cross-over lines. 
The relative changes between Sab and S ed for the whole paths are considerably less 
because of the compensating effects discussed earlier. 
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Figure 2.12: Synthet ic profile along azimuths to FBC (TOP) and EDM (BOTTOM). 
The left , middle, and right panels are synt hetics of broadband, WWSSN long period, 
vVWSSN short period respectively; the latter are for comparison with observation 
given in Lay and Heimberger (1983) . On the broadband synthetics, FBC shows a 
weak Sed phase while EDM shows a strong Sed phase relative to Sab· Arrows mark 
the peaks of Sed and S ab on the long period synthetics. 
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Figure 2.13: Data and synthetics for Station ED:\-'1 and FBC respectively. The data 
(top row) is for event 18 from Lay and Heimberger (1983) , (c.f. fig 2.3) . The 
synthetics are those marked by arrows in fig 2.12 . 
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Figure 2.14: (a) Travel-time of Sab obtained from 2D synthetics along various az-
imuths. The velocity structure is from Grand's modified model, the cross section is 
defined by the l D crossover contour (the bold line in bottom panel) starting from 
the western edge. The bars above the velocity profile display the variation of travel 
time, and each bar marks the point where Sab is 0.5 earlier than its western neighbor. 
Dense bar spacing indicates a strong transverse velocity gradient, thus stronger 3D 
effects. (b) Equi-differential time contours where the differential is Sab - Sea. The 
numbers -4, -2,0,2,4,6 are the differential t ime in seconds. The background i the 
velocity profile of the basal layer near the CMB from Grand' model. 
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2.5 Discussion and Conclusion 
The 2D synthetics predicted from a modified Grand's model show amplitude variation 
and differential travel time variations, common to Sed modeling attempts. However, 
as discussed in the introduction, the lower mantle is 3D. This questions the validity 
of 2D modeling. If the velocity gradients are small enough, or, if the velocity does not 
vary more than a few percent in one wavelength, 2D modeling should be adequate. 
There are some post priori criteria to test the validity of 2D modeling. If the 2D 
synthetics do not change much for a small change in azimuth, it appears that the 
2D modeling is applicable. An example of this situation can be seen in figure 2.14, 
where the bar spacing indicates rapid travel time variation laterally. Dense bars imply 
strong variation and while the transition from TNA to SNA is interesting, studying 
deep earth structure near this transition boundary is probably risky. In short, the 
earth is 3D, but 2D sections judiciously chosen should prove useful in mapping out 
these structures. 
Another limitation of our method occurs when the structures have sharp features. 
For example, in the study of TERRAscope data, we can begin to see rapid variations 
in the timing and shapes of Sed· TRINET (Jones et al. , 1999) is increasing station 
density tenfold, which will undoubtedly provide such data as well as the many PAS-
CAL experiments either existing or planned. Sharp features in the presence of strong 
velocity contrasts will, indeed, produce diffraction effects which are not handled with 
this approximation. But since the waveform solution can be decomposed into indi-
vidual rays ( dpi/ dti) , they can be shifted and reassembled to simulate neighboring 
models as in Song and Heimberger (1998). The inverse problem can be effectively 
addressed and structures defined. Complete wave fields from such structures can 
be produced by more sophisticated codes such as discussed in Wen and Heimberger 
(1998) . 
In conclusion, we developed a useful method of constructing 2D synthetics for 
tomography models. The method is related to a modification of WKBJ, thus the name 
WKM. However, it is basically a first-motion approximation of generalized ray theory 
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and compatible with Cagniard-de Hoop methods. This feature makes it attractive 
for studying structures with large velocity jumps near the CMB, and shadow-zone 
boundaries. An application of the method to Grand's tomography model proved 
quite successful in explaining some of the Sed behavior observed for the D" structure 
beneath central America. 
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Chapter 3 Application of WKM to Low 
Velocity Struct ure Beneath Africa 
3.1 Abstract 
Seismic waveforms observed in South Africa containing the first arrival crossover of 
S to SKS (70° to 110°) are analyzed. The data consist of analog records from the 
World Wide Seismographic Station Network (WWSSN) of deep events beneath South 
America. The S-waves arrive 2 to 3 sec early relative to PREM at ranges from 70° to 
95° and then become increasingly delayed, becoming 5 to 6 sec late at 110°. The SKS 
phase is late by 3 to 5 sees over the entire range. This pushes crossover between S and 
SKS, normally observed at about 81°, out about 2° to 3°, which is the most anomalous 
shift ever reported. To model such features, we modified Grand's tomography model 
[Grand, 1994], and generated 2D synthetics to match the data. The overall shape and 
position of the lower mantle low-velocity anomaly proposed by Grand predicts good 
results if lower mantle anomalies are enhanced to a level of about 4%. This results in 
a complex tabular structure extending upward from the core-mantle boundary about 
1500 km into the mantle. These features appear to be consistent with a large young 
plume which is erupting off the CMB. 
3.2 Introduction 
The core-mantle boundary and adjacent transition zones play a critical role in Earth 
dynamics. Lateral variation in this structure provides some fundamental constraints 
on lower mantle dynamics. There have been a variety of studies on the seismic struc-
ture of the lower mantle at various wavelengths [Loper and Lay, 1995]. The 3D seismic 
tomographic model [Grand , 1994] appears to have the highest S-velocity resolution, 
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roughly a few hundred km for some well-sampled regions. This model was constructed 
by picking the travel-times of multipleS phases along with core phases, ScS and SKS, 
as recorded on analog records. These data are unique and not used by any other 
modeling group. In contrast, most global models have been constructed by inverting 
long-period waveforms as recorded on the Global Digital Seismic Network (GDSN) 
or by constructing tomographic models from compiled travel time observations and, 
thus, share the same data. vVhile these methods vary somewhat, they produce similar 
models near the surface but disagree significantly for the lower mantle and near the 
core-mantle boundary (CMB). Structures above a depth of 2500 km agree remarkably 
well with P-velocity tomography [van der Hilst et al. , 1997; Grand et al. , 1997]. The 
agreement degenerates below this level. 
To check the lower structure displayed in these models in regions containing rapid 
variation, we can examine some key profiles of data to see how well synthetics con-
structed from these models predict the waveform observations. The most anomalous 
lower mantle structure in Grand's global model occurs beneath Africa as displayed 
in figure 3.1. It shows that most of t he region beneath Southern Africa and the 
Southeastern Atlantic is very slow, typically up to several percent. This feature is 
also seen in the long-period tomography studies [Li and Romanowicz, 1996; Masters 
et al. , 1996; Liu and Dziewonski, 1994), as discussed in Ritsema et al. [1998a]. Large 
travel-time delays of up to 5 sec for shear waves that traverse the lower mantle in this 
region are well predicted by Grand 's model. However, the limited number of stations 
used in his tomography study does not allow good resolut ion and results in streaking, 
as discussed by [Ritsema et al. , 1998a]. This feature tends to reduce the concentrated 
velocity structures. A 2D cross section of Grand's model from Sout h America to 
South Africa is presented in figure 3.2a. A modification (ALVS) displayed in figure 
3.2b produces synthetics matching the waveform data and travel-time differentials 
(SKS-S) obtained along this azimuth. The objective of this forward modeling study 
is to validate this modification found by trial and error. 
The analysis starts with a set of numerical seismograms generated from these two 
models along with reference models to establish the waveform features that are the 
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Figure 3.1: Map displaying locations of deep South American events and African 
\\TWSSN stations recording these events. Their respective SKS ray paths containing 
core-mantle piercing points (crosses) is overlaying Grand's lowermost mantle shear 
velocity tomographic model [Grand, 1994]. A heavy line denotes the 2D (depth "' 
1500 km) section presented by Ritsema et al. [1998a]. The vertical bar displays 
roughly the region sampled in this study assumed to be 2D, that is independent of 
latitude. The rectangle indicates the boundary for the velocity modifications made 
in this study. 
most diagnostic. This is followed by a detailed discussion of the complexity of the 
data set including short-period data and phase picking. A comparison of observed 
travel-times with synthetic predictions is given in conjunction with direct comparisons 
of waveforms near the crossover range (81 °) expected for deep events. 
3.3 Analysis 
One of the strongest constraints on lower mantle structure is provided by the behavior 
of S and SKS as a function of crossover distance [Schweitzer and Muller, 1986; Gar-
nero et al. , 1988]. This feature is amplified in 2D structures where CMB ray crossing 
becomes particularly important on the timing of SKS where SKS can avoid anomalies 
seen by (figure 3.1). While the tomographic approximation gives reasonably accurate 
results in many situations involving small percentage anomalies, correcting paths to 
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Figure 3.2: Upper panel displays a 2D cross-section from station BUL through South 
America (passing through Lat. = 2 S, Lon. = 77 W). Ray paths for S (brown) 
and SKS (rose) sampling Grand's model are presented. The lower panel displays a 
modified model (ALVS) derived in this study with increased lower mantle anomalies 
discussed in the text. Note the ray path sampling of the low-velocity structure by 
SKS relative to S. 
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satisfy Snell's law yield more accurate synthetics [Ni et al. , 2000]. Some examples of 
these 2D synthetics generated by this new method called WKM are given in figure 
3.3. These synthetics are based on the 1D reference model, PREM, a 2D section of 
Grand's model as displayed in figure 3.2a and some modified models derived in this 
study. The principal phases areS, SKS, and ScS at the top, which evolve into SKS, 
SKKS, and Sdif 1 at the bottom. The latter is formed by the interference of S and 
ScS as these two phases come together asymptotically. This feature starts near 93° 
for PREM (shadow boundary) but is shifted to larger ranges for models containing 
slow D" regions. Note the delayed ScS which allows this feature to develop and since 
ScS approaches S very slowly, it can persist to rather large ranges. A slow basal 
layer (SBL) will suffice for this feature as displayed in the third column of figure 3.3. 
The biggest difference between these synthetics occurs near the crossover as indicated 
by the bars. This is caused by the upgoing, near vertical segment of SKS, which is 
strongly influenced by the upward enhanced slow structure (figure 3.2). In summary, 
the most characteristic feature of a radially extended upward low velocity zone is a 
shift in crossover, and a reduced separation between SKS and S. Unfortunately, these 
idealized features are not that easy to see in observations from the sparse station 
coverage presently available. 
3.3.1 (a) Data 
Long-period (LP) and short-period (SP) observations from deep focus South Ameri-
can events recorded in Southern Africa by the WWSSN were used to construct record 
sections such as displayed in figure 3.3 used in modeling. These LP records have been 
digitized and rotated to obtain the SV and SH motions and presented in figure 3.4. 
Table 3.1 lists the events used and figure 3.1 displays the paths to the various sta-
tions. These records have been aligned on SKS as a straight line showing the S phase 
crossing quite clearly. Small shifts in distances have been added to correct for depth 
effects [Camero and Heimberger, 1998a]. The radiation patterns for the events tend 
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Table 3.1: South American events list 
No. origin lat(0 ) lon(0 ) depth(km) 
1 650917 11:13:53.5 -1.4 -77.7 161 
2 651103 1:39:3.20 -9.04 -71.32 587 
3 6701171:7:54.3 -27.4 -63.3 586 
4 670909 10:6:44.5 -27.62 -63.15 577 
5 671227 8:53:51.4 -21.2 -68.3 135 
6 680823 22:36:49.8 -22 -63.64 513 
7 690725 6:6:42.1 -25.49 -63.21 573 
8 700617 4:44:20.9 -16 -71 .88 99 
9 720112 9:59:10.3 -6.83 -71.77 575 
10 731025 14:8:58.5 -21.96 -63.65 517 
11 790521 22:22:23.0 -15.44 -70.04 209 
12 831212 12:21:12:0 -28.13 -63.15 602 
to be SV-rich with a fairly constant polarity across the section. The SH is less clear 
but has been included at the larger ranges. The gray zone indicates the normal range 
of signal reversal, where the first arrival becomes SKS. Note that the data do not 
reverse until nearly 84°. This should be compared with these same events as recorded 
m Torth America where a clear crossover occurs near 81°, i.e. , figure 21 [lay83]. 
The identification of ScS proves quite d ifficult and shows considerable variabil-
ity, much more than for samples of these same events to North America [Lay and 
Heimberger, 1981]. Often two component data, in conjunction with short-period ob-
servations, proves useful for this purpose as d isplayed in figure 3.5a. While the LPT 
(Long-period tangential) components show clear S and ScS arrivals of the same po-
larity as expected, little signal is apparent on the SPT (Short-period tangential). ScS 
appears identifiable at SDB but is not apparent at \iVIN. However, SKS can be seen 
in both LPR (Radial) records but not on SPR. S is especially clean on the SPR 
observations. Thus, while it appears that the propagational features of the S-phase 
(.6. = 72°) are normal and well behaved as expected by their relatively simple paths 
(figure 3.2b) , phases reaching the CMB appear unstable even between two stations 
near each other. An extra phase appears in some of these observations, denoted by 
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Figure 3.3: Synthetic record sections for the lD PREM model, Grand's tomography 
model along the 2D projection displayed in figure 3.2, a modified version (SBL) con-
taining only an enhanced basal layer (velocity decreases up to 5%) and our modified 
model (ALVS) displayed on the far right . The heavy bars indicate the location of S 
to SKS crossover for that particular model. 
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Sx, which could be a reflection from a reduced velocity structure (same polarity as 
ScS), but this arrival is not so clear on the LPT, nor is it apparent at WIN. 
In figure 3.5b, we display the records of PRE (731025, !:::,. = 82.3°) with BUL 
(731025, !:::,. = 84.6° near the expected cross-over distance. The LPR records are 
those in the record section presented earlier in figure 3.4 and used later in modeling. 
The first arrival at PRE breaks downward on both the SPR and LPR components 
as expected for S. However, at BUL t he first arrival is flipped in polarity indicating 
a crossover. ote that ScS on the LPR components has the same polarity at both 
stations. The behavior of SPT is problematical in that it is difficult to explain the 
strength of SKS; perhaps it is anisotropic behavior [Lay et al., 1998]. 
Many of these features argue for propagational complexities in t he lower mantle 
and are difficult to explain with a simple 2D model. Thus, we will attempt to use 
travel-times referenced to a particular path from South America to BUL as a guide 
in constructing an average model (figure 3.1). 
3.3.2 b) Travel-time Analysis 
The travel-time picks were made from a combination of long-period and short-period 
records following the procedure discussed with respect to figure 3.5. These picks 
are plotted in figure 3.6. The open symbols are from the central African stations, 
AAE and AI, and are late relative to southern Africa stations, as predicted by 
station statics (station travel-time corrections based on global P data [Dziewonski 
and Anderson, 1981]. South Africa stations, BUL and PRE, are slightly negative, 
while GRM, WIN, and SDB are slightly positive in terms of P-wave residuals. The 
stations AAE and AI have large positive P residuals of 2.5 and 2. 1 sec respectively, 
which we have mapped into S-wave residuals by multiplying by 2.5. This correction 
produces travel-time delays for S-waves encountering extreme upper-mantle structures 
comparable to those reported by [Grand and Heimberger , 1984], and also appears 
compatible with direct teleseismic offsets beneath Africa [Ritsema et al. , 1998b]. Also, 
the data have been corrected for event shifts by normalizing to common stations, i.e., 
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Figure 3.4: Composite record section of Long-period WWSSN observations displaying 
the S to SKS crossover. The observations are aligned on SKS (vertical line) which 
does not become a clear first arrival until 84°. The small up-swing occurring before 
S in the top traces is the well-known StoP phase (Moho conversion) which is easily 
identified by its lack of strength on the short-period traces. The traces marked with 
the star will be modeled later. The gray strip across the figure near 81 o indicates the 
expected crossover range for PREM. 
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base line shifted essentially following the procedure used earlier [Lay and H eimberger, 
1g83], and others. ote that after these corrections, the solid and open symbols 
appear to form one population although with a large scatter. The scatter in this plot 
is relatively large and real since most of the picks are probably accurate to a sec. 
Since the S arrivals (solid dots) are recorded on a stable plateau, they average a few 
sec early relative to PREM. They change their behavior abruptly near goo where they 
rapidly develop delays. SKS arrivals are consistently late except for a few isolated 
points. 
To explain these travel-times, we processed 2D synthetics (figure 3.3) in a similar 
fashion. That is, we picked the travel-times for S and SKS on synthetics as if t hey 
were observations and constructed travel time curves as displayed in figure 3.6. Curves 
derived for two of t hese models are included in figure 3.6 for comparison. Grand 's 
model fits the S travel-times well where they arrive early until their rays sample the 
slow basal layer near goo, as displayed in figure 3.2. At this distance, a problem in 
the tomographic approximation develops where the first-arr ival no longer travels in 
the slow basal layer as it would , assuming the ray path is appropriate for PREM 
reference model assumed in the tomographic methodology. Thus, to slow down the 
S-phase at the larger distance, we had to further reduce the velocities as in the ALVS 
model. The Grand model predicts SKS delays caused by crossing the slow basal layer 
which are compensated by the South African fast upper mantle yielding travel- times 
compatible with PREM. To fit the data better, we adopted a simple strategy. Vve keep 
Grand 's global model and alter only velocities in the rectangular column indicated in 
figure 3.1 , which extends upward for 10 layers (1600 km) . For example, the synthetics 
displayed in figure 3.3 (SBL) were produced by allowing only the bottom layer to be 
anomalous (uniformly 4%). The best fitting modification contains an ad hoc mapping 
of Grand's block velocities; if the velocity anomaly is less than 4%, it remains the 
same, whereas, if the anomaly is over 4%, it is increased to 4%. lodel ALVS was 
produced with these, obviously, non-unique changes. However, such a model fits the 
average travel-times quite well and it predicts reasonable waveform fits as addressed 
next. 
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Earlier we discussed 2D record sections (figure 3.3) at the ranges involving crossover 
from S to SKS. In figure 3.7, we display the synthetics appropriate for Grand 's model 
and ours (ALVS) against observations from the same event (731025) . The recordings 
at \VIN and GRl'vl do not show (ScS)sv but have strong S and SKS. The ScS is 
clear on other recordings on both the SV and SH components as discussed earlier in 
figure 3.5a, and the dotted line indicates their approximate separation with S. The 
top two records, PRE and BUL, are a ligned on S and the bottom two on ScS. The 
synthetics are plotted as a record section with reducing time of 8.3 (seconds/ degree) 
and aligned on GRM. Note that the crossover for Grand's model occurs before 82° 
while it is shifted well past 82° in the data and in the ALVS model. Note t hat the 
two stations, BUL and PRE, are close together such that their ray paths are quite 
similar, providing a definitive 2D measure of crossover distance. Thus, our model 
does well in explaining the crossover data where S is fast and SKS is slow. 
The waveform fits at larger ranges becomes more problematic since the data are 
rather erratic (figure 3.4) , suggesting strong 3D effects. \Vhile our model predicts 
reasonable fits to the timing separations between SKS, SKKS, and Sdiff [Ding, 1997], 
the waveform fits to Sdif f are not very convincing and will be addressed in future 
efforts. 
3.4 Discussion and Summary 
The African anomaly discussed above is associat ed with a large-scale feature ( rv 3000 
km), e.g. , Su et al. [1992], and is sometimes referred to as super-plume. The long 
wavelength lower mantle structure is revealed both in slow direct S-waves [Masters 
et al., 1996] and in differential times [Masters and Shearer, 1992]. This structure 
is similar to the central Pacific anomaly with a 2 to 4% drop in shear velocity in 
the lower mantle according to these studies. The preferred shapes of these features 
are horizontally oriented pancakes [R itsema et al. , 1998a] with broad horizontal di-
mensions compared to vertical scales. Such shapes do not allow the relatively sharp 
features in timing required here and in [R itsema et al. , 1998a]. Part of the problem 
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of short and long period vVWSS observations before 
crossover (a) and at crossover (b). The data in figure 3.5a are from t he event (670117) 
and are aligned on direct S wit h vertical lines indicating the various arrivals. The data 
in figure 3.5b are from the special event (731025) indicated in figure 3.4 displaying 
crossover PRE (before) and BUL (after). Note the change in polarity on the SRP 
component marked by an arrow. 
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Figure 3.6: Travel-t ime picks relative to PREM for S and SKS (observed - PREM 
predictions). Open symbols are data from stations NAI and AAE while the solid 
symbols indicate anomalies from the South African stations. All data has been base-
line shifted relative to BUL. Lines correspond to synthetic predictions from the two 
models presented earlier in figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of observations from the event (731025) aligned on S along 
with synthetics predicted from the Grand model and ALVS. Dotted lines indicate the 
averaged observed ScS (SH) relative times. The dashed lines are the same in all three 
panels indicating observed crossover. 
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is that most long-period models do not resolve the mid-African rift. Thus, trade-offs 
in mapping short wavelength shallow variations into deep structure can be quite se-
rious. Grand's model does better in this situation because it resolves the fine-scale 
upper mantle as displayed in figure 3.8c. This cross section is appropriate for paths 
from Sandwich Island to AAE along t he 2D cut indicated in figure 3.1. Travel-t imes 
predicted from synthetics generated by this model are given on the right along wit h 
the data after [Ritsema et al. , 1998a]. Note the spectacular increase in t he observed 
travel t imes as the rays approach 70°, with about one-third of this feature caused by 
the upper mantle [Ritsema et al., 1998b]. Prediction of S delays for the model pro-
posed by [Ritsema et al. , 1998a] and our proposed modifications (ALVS) are given in 
figure 3.8b and 8a for comparison. As in figure 3.2b, we have simply inflated Grand 's 
anomalies in the region above D" to 4% as discussed earlier to construct the ALVS 
feature displayed. 
In Section B (figure 3.8) , the global model has been removed and thus it produces 
PREM travel-times at ranges less t han 65°. By applying a baseline shift downward 
a few seconds to correct for the shield structure appropriate at these ranges, we 
would under-predict the latest arrivals (L.l= 75°) since they would lack t he ridge 
effects. Consistent upper mantle corrections show that this model fi ts travel-times 
well [Ritsema et al. , 1998a]. Both models in figure 3.8A and 8C contain the weak slow 
velocity zone on the S descending path which produces nearly PREM travel-times (0 
residuals) , essentially a balance between this feature and the shield upper mantle 
beneath the stations. If we baseline shift the prediction in figure 3.8A down about 4 
sec to fix this problem, we would get excellent fits. Thus, a modification of Grand's 
model of the type applied here produces a reasonable fit to this remarkable dataset . 
In summary, these observations suggest fundamental constraints on the dynam-
ics of the lower mant le: (1) t he magnit ude of the shear wave anomaly is probably 
substantial, rv-4%, extends over a 1000 km lateral scale while reaching a height 1600 
km above the CMB, (2) the sides and top of the anomaly are 'relatively' sharp in 
comparison to tomography studies as it does not appear to be diffusive over 1000 
km length scales, and (3) t he slow tabular anomaly is either directly above or imme-
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of three proposed cross sections along the path from Sand-
wich Island (star) to Hindu-Kush passing through AAE (figure 3.1). Travel-time 
predictions (residuals in sec, model-P REM) for these models, A (modified Grand), 
B (Ritsema et al., 1999) , and C (Grand's model) , along with observations (in deg.) 
after Ritsema et al. (1999) are displayed on the right. 
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diately connected to a substantial, low shear velocity basal layer which appears to 
be a few hundred kilometers high. Together with the observation that the elevated 
part of the seismic anomaly is directly below topographically high southern Africa 
[Lithgow-Bertelloni and Silver, 1998], these observations give conflicting constraints 
on the dynamics. The long-standing interpretation of the African seismic anomaly is 
that it represents a long-lived, hot mantle upwelling [Hager et al. , 1985]. The high 
topography of Africa, which may be dynamic [Lithgow-Bertelloni and Silver , 1998; 
Hager et al. , 1985], probably increased rapidly over the last 20-30 Ma [Partridge and 
Maud , 1987; Burke , 1996]. Qualitatively, this is consistent with a large thermal plume 
which has recently erupted off the core-mantle boundary. However, thermal plumes 
in a temperature-dependent viscosity fluid, erupting off a hot base (Rayleigh num-
ber > 107) will always draw nearly all of the hot boundary layer fluid into the plume 
before detaching from the base with only a very narrow plume tail [ Gurnis et al., 
1999]. Thus, such small features would be difficult to resolve from seismology. The 
persistence of substantial, thick basal shear velocity anomaly (in our model ALVS) 
appears problematical for a large erupted thermal. Interconnection with the base 
can be maintained by a lower Rayleigh number, a negatively buoyant basal chemical 
layer which counteracts the thermal buoyancy [Tackley, 1998], or a thermal rising in a 
compressible mantle [Thompson and Tackley, 1998]. Lower Rayleigh number plumes 
are inconsistent with the relatively sharp edges of the seismic anomaly and the rapid 
Cenozoic uplift of southern Africa [Partridge and Maud, 1987; Burke, 1996]. If the 
anomaly is close to being neutrally buoyant, as recently suggested [K ellogg et al. , 
1999], then it is difficult to understand how the anomaly can uplift southern Africa 
by about 500 m over the last 20-30 Ma. Preliminary models suggest that starting 
plumes in a compressible mantle can maintain connection to a robust basal layer 
while also having sharp edges [Thompson and Tackley, 1998]. Further refinements 
in the seismic structure of the African anomaly, especially when combined with dy-
namic models and geologic constraints, will hopefully resolve fundamental questions 
concerning the dynamics taking place beneath the African continent. 
In conclusion, a detailed study of S-wave observations along a corridor from South 
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America to South Africa confirms the existence of a very anomalous structure beneath 
the southeastern Atlantic and South Africa. SKS delays of up to 8 sec are commonly 
observed which requires a vertically positioned structure whose shape has already 
been defined [Loper and Lay, 1995] but with increased velocity drops of up to 3 to 
4%. The details are not resolved; however, at this stage of definition, it appears to 
be the most significant lower mantle structure on Earth. 
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Chapter 4 Horizontal Transition from 
Fast to Slow Structures at the 
Core-Mantle Boundary 
4.1 Abstract 
Recent Tomographic studies of the deep mantle have revealed large-scale low velocity 
zones beneath Africa and relatively fast velocity zones beneath South America. Here 
we conduct a concentrated core-mantle boundary (CMB) study across this transition 
zone from fast-to-slow beneath the South Atlantic. Deep South American earthquakes 
recorded in Africa provide S and ScS waveform data at core-grazing distances of 85 
to 105°. The waveform interference pattern produced at these ranges provides an 
excellent sample of the CMB structure in the vicinity of the ScS bounce point which 
can be used to map out regions of low-velocity-zones ( <5% reductions) and the more 
extreme ultra-low-velocity-zones (>10% reductions). The strongest anomalies occur 
at the western edge roughly beneath the Tristat Plateau with weaker structures to the 
east beneath the so-called "Great Africa Plume." These results agree with dynamic 
models where strong local upwellings develop at the edges of D" (fast) structures. 
4.2 Introduction 
Recent studies of the mantle have revealed large-scale low velocity zones beneath 
Africa that extends from the core-mantle boundary (CMB) to the African rift system 
[Grand et al., 1997, and Ritsema et al. , 1999]. Most modern tomographic images of 
this region as displayed by the latter agree with this general picture. This feature 
is inferred to be upwelling based on models predicting uplifted topography [ Gur-
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nis et al. , 2000] [ Lithgow-Bertelloni and Silver (1998)]. In contrast. the structure 
beneath South America appears fast (Grand, 1994) and has been interpreted as sub-
ducted lithosphere (Richards and Engebretson, 1992). While t he subducted material 
in dynamic models typically shows complex forms of folding and buckling at mid-
mantle depths, it generally forms a fla t-lying layer at the CMB. As t he material heats 
up, it erupts into local plume-like structures. The most dramatic upwelling features 
are associat ed with models containing a phase-change, which tends to inhibit con-
vection and allow higher temperatures to be reached before erupt ion (Sidorin et al. , 
1999) . T he strongest eruptions nearly always emerge at the slab t ip where advective 
thickening of t hermal boundary layer occurs caused by horizontal creep of the cold 
slab as displayed in figure 4.1 (upper panel). Ent iced by these dynamic predictions, 
we conducted a high-resolution study of seismic phases sampling the CMB at such a 
possible margin beneath the South Atlant ic (lower panel of figure 4.1). 
4.3 Data and Analysis 
Deep Sout h American earthquakes were used as sources rich in downward generated 
SH (tangent ial shear waves) seismic energy producing strong S and ScS (see Table 
4.1). These phases propagate along separate paths at ranges less than 80° where 
they have been used extensively for studying D" (Lay and Heimberger (1983) , Lay 
et al. (1998)). The source-side portions of t he paths sample the relatively fast region 
relative to t he receiver-side port ion, which are located within slow velocities. At t he 
largest ranges, these paths approach each other (figure 4.1b). Synthetics generated 
for 2D models similar to this are displayed in Ni et al. (1999). However, beyond 90°, 
S and ScS have nearly identical paths above D" (lmvermost mantle), and 1D models 
with fine structure near the CMB produce nearly the same synt hetics. Thus, for 
simplicity we will concentrate on a few 1D models (figure 4.2) that can explain many 
of the observed waveforms. 'vVe have included PREI'vl as a reference model and a few 
recent ly proposed styles of C!viB structure: a relatively thick low-velocity zone (LVZ, 
red), Ni et al. (1999), Ritsema et al. (1998)), and a thin ULVZ model (Garnero and 
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1000 2000 3000 
Mid Atlantic 
Figure 4.1: Upper panel displays a dynamic prediction (2D) of a relatively strong 
cold slab pushing aside a hot thermal boundary layer. Note the hot material (red) 
apparently forming at the leading edge of the downwelling. Such a feature with 
various shapes commonly occurs for a variety of parameters, Sidorin (1999). The 
lower panel displays a 2D crosssection of a tomographic study, Ritsema et al. (1999), 
indicating some similarity, but with weaker downwelling and stronger upwelling. Most 
tomographic models agree with the general pattern displayed here, Su et al. (1994) 
Li and Romanowicz (1996), Masters et al. (1996). The model by Grand (1994) is 
slightly different, containing weaker structures above D" and stronger features in D" . 
It also displays a stronger downwelling structure. Included in the lower panel are some 
example ray paths of S and ScS at large ranges, 85 to 95°, showing the similarity of 
paths through the mantle at ranges beyond 95°. Thus, the interference of these two 
phases is controlled by the bottommost mantle structure. 
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Helmberger ( 1995)). 
Table 4.1: South America Events used in this study 
No date time lat(o) lon( o) depth(km) 
1 941020 01:15:16 -39.19 -70.80 164 
2 940819 10:02:51 -26.65 -63.38 565 
3 980729 07:14:24 -32.31 -71.29 51 
4 970902 12:13:22 3.85 -75.75 199 
5 971028 06:15:17 -4.37 -76.60 112 
6 971128 22:53:41 -13.74 -68.79 586 
7 981008 04:51:42 -16.12 -71.40 136 
8 991130 04:01:53 -18.78 -69.05 127 
9 970123 02:15:22 -22.00 -65.72 276 
10 950923 22:31:58 -10.53 -78.70 73 
11 950208 18:40:25 4.16 -76.64 69 
12 971015 01:03:33 -30.93 -71.22 58 
13 980403 22:01:48 -8. 15 -74.24 164 
14 990403 06:17:18 -16.66 -72.66 87 
15 990525 16:42:05 -27.93 -66.93 169 
16 950214 15:53:56 -23.29 -67.70 156 
17 941212 07:41:55 -17.50 -69.65 151 
Synthetics generated with GRT (Helmberger (1983)) for these three lD models are 
presented in figure 4.3. Note that the Sand ScS paths approach each other for PRElVI 
near 93°, which defines the beginning of the S-wave shadow zone. There is only a 
slight change in the rise-time of the S-wave (onset to the peak amplitude) for these 
PREM synthetics due to the slightly positive velocity gradient in the lower 200 km 
of the model. Adding a low-velocity gradient to D" has a strong effect on S causing 
the shadow to begin at shorter distances (i.e., beyond about 95°) as displayed in t he 
second column. The reduced gradient also causes a delayed S-wave onset as indicated 
by the reference lines. The synthetics in the third column are for a model containing 
an ULVZ. These contain an S wave looking much like PREM but with a very late 
ScS arrival. The waveshapes in t hese three columns are diagnostic of their respective 
structures, while PREM synthetics are pulse-like at 93°. LVZ synthetics consist of 
two interfering pulses along with a gentleS-wave onset and ULVZ synthetics contain 
a late and strong secondary arrival (ScS) . S-wave recording, at African stations shown 
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Figure 4.2: Four representative lowermost mantle models; PREM (Dziewonski and 
Anderson, 1995), two LVZ models in red and green, and an ULVZ model. The latter 
model contains a thin basal layer with a drop of 30% in shear velocity. The fourth 
model (solid black) is a combination of ULVZ and LVZ; it features a fairly smooth 
gradient from 400km down to 40km, there is 10% shear velocity drop within the basal 
40km. 
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on the right in figure 4.3, displays a great deal of variation. The observations in red 
favor shapes produced by ULVZ-type models with strong secondary arrivals. Some 
of these also have gradual onsets diagnostic of an LVZ-type of structure above the 
ULVZ. The traces in gold resemble t he LVZ-type synthetics. 
Using these synthetics as a guide, we picked the travel time differentials (ScS-S) 
for a population of events along these cross sections. These data are presented in 
figure 4.4 along with picks from four sets of synthetics; the three presented in figure 
4.3 plus an even thicker ULVZ of 30 km. The symbols correspond to those displayed 
on a map (figure 4.5) plotted at the ScS bounce point. 
The upper panel of figure 4.5 displays D" tomographic results showing the tran-
sition from beneath South America (relatively fast velocity) to Western Africa (rela-
tively slow velocity). The large blue dots are isolated samples of (ScS-S) recorded at 
IRIS stations located on Atlantic Islands, ASCN and SHEL. These records and differ-
ential times confirm this tomographic model with a relatively fast D". The diamonds 
indicate the samples obtained from individual African stations, and the triangles are 
the samples from the Tanzania array. The lower panel (figure 4.5) indicates the char-
acter of 1D models best fitting these observations. Red symbols indicate an ULVZ 
while orange and gold suggest an LVZ-type structure. These symbols are grouped in 
ellipsoids with variable line thickness indicating the relative thicknesses of the LVZ 
needed in the modeling. In general, neighboring paths produce similar waveforms 
and travel t ime differentials allowing these arbitrary shaped enclosures. Unfortu-
nately, samples to the right of these enclosures are sparse due to station coverage. 
The few that do exist (Green traces observed at KMBO in figure 3) favor a model 
with a strong LVZ, and possibly an ULVZ to enhance late arriving energy. Note that 
these same events 6 and 7 are relatively narrow at other stations (BOSA 6 & 7) . 
Moreover, SKS phases at KMBO (not displayed) look like t he first pulse at BOSA. 
Thus, the broadening at KMBO at ranges 102 to 108° is probably a propagational ef-
fect caused by an ULVZ structure as interpreted above. Most of the red traces (figure 
4.5) display delayed ScS pulses relative to S, ranging in delays of 5 to 10 sec. Adding 
a low velocity structure above the ULVZ tends to produce the gradual beginning of 
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Figure 4.3: Synthetic seismograms for lD models and data. Column (PREM) displays 
synthetics for PREM, note that beyond 90 degrees, S and ScS merge to form one 
pulse, waveforms are aligned on S, with onset marked by the vertical dashed line, 
and the dotted line indicates onset of ScS. Column (LVZ) displays synthetics for a 
model similar to PREM but with a 60 km layer of 4% slower shear velocity above 
the CMB along with a 300 km tapered gradient to match with PREM at the top 
(LVZ, red). The low velocity layer (LVZ) separates ScS from S for distances larger 
than 90, but from 100 degree on, S loses its strength due to diffraction caused by 
the 4% discontinuity as observed on KMBO (green in Data column) data, dashed 
lines indicating PREM S and ScS arrivals and solid lines indicate S and ScS for the 
LVZ model. Column (ULVZ) shows synthetics for a model with a layer 20 km thick 
with 30% velocity reduction above CMB. The dashed lines indicate PREM S and 
ScS arrival and solid lines for S and ScS for ULVZ model. Column (Data) displays 
seismograms from IRlS stations and Tanzania Array. Data are aligned on the peak 
of the firs t arrival, dashed lines indicate PREM S and ScS arrivals, the thick curved 
solid line indicates ScS arrival for model LVZ (red) and the thin curved line indicates 
the ScS arrival for model ULVZ. 
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Figure 4.4: Plot of observed differential travel times (ScS-S) taken along the corridor 
from South America to South Africa along with theoretical predictions for the various 
models. The data read from the Tanzania Array are plotted as t riangles while all 
others are given in diamonds. Those data nearest to PREM come from the Tanzania 
Array. The most anomalous points occur at t he largest ranges where values as high 
as 10 sees are reached. The ScS bounce points for these extreme values occur at the 
fast-to-slow margin as presented in figure 4.5. 
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some of the observations. Event (4) displayed in figure 3 (LBTB) has been recorded 
by the African Array transect, Wen et al. (1998). This array of 55 stations brackets 
LBTB and BOSA, and a record section of this data clearly displays a move-out of ScS 
relative to S of about 8 sec at 102° similar to the observations displayed here. Their 
2D model also contains an ULVZ which is a 300 km layer with 2% velocity reduction 
at the top and 12% velocity reduction at CMB. 
In short, the CMB structure enclosed by the large ellipsoid in figure 4.5 is very 
complex and anomalous. Also included in figure 4.5 are a small number of isolated 
samples obtained from station BGCA indicated by the black diamonds. Correspond-
ing S waveshapes are not PREM-like but appear to be more indicative of a LVZ 
structure than a ULVZ but are too sparse to be definitive. The level of fine-scale vari-
ability can be seen in samples of observations occurring in overlapping regions (D+A) 
for paths event 2 and 16 to TAN. These observations, compared against synthetics, 
are presented in figure 4.6. The dashed traces are taken from the LVZ column of syn-
thetics discussed earlier along with a model containing only a LVZ (green) confined to 
the lower 60 km. While the synthetics are similar for these two models, the S and ScS 
phases are separated slightly more and the strengths of S relative to ScS have some 
range dependence. We examined many 1D models bracketed by the two discussed 
here. The main feature required for the separation of S and ScS is the bottom 60 km 
layer with reduced velocity. Reducing the velocity and thinning the layer works to 
some extent but causes the pulses beyond 100° to develop two peaks if the velocity 
drop becomes greater than about 5% unless the thickness reduces to less than 10 km. 
It appears that shear velocity plays the dominant role in these waveform experiments 
with some dependence on density and attenuation. Thus, there is a uniqueness prob-
lem even for 1D models similar to that found in Garnero and Heimberger (1998). 
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Figure 4.5: The top panel displays the CMB sampling area and earthquakes (stars) 
used in this study. The color background displays shear wave anomalies at the CMB 
(Ritsema et al., 1999) with blue indicating fast velocities and red slow (± 1.5%). 
The mid-Atlantic ridge is shown with gray thick lines. The symbols (diamonds. 
circles, and triangles) show the bounce points of ScS ray paths. Note that the bounce 
points covers regions from fast to slow velocities. In the bottom panel (B), the areas 
are grouped into regions with similar waveform characteristics. The enclosure line 
thickness indicates LVZ thickness (300 km for region D, 60 km for A, 140 km for 
region C, 20 km for region B). The different colors of the symbols indicate level 
of velocity drop. Red for 30% (ULVZ) reduction in shear velocity orange for 4%, 
blue indicates fast anomaly, green diamonds also represent 4% anomaly but complex. 
ote that the red symbols are at the boundary between fast and slow tomographic 
anomalies as predicted by dynamic models. The box displayed in t he upper panel near 
AAE indicates a possible ULVZ determined by SKS-SKPdS interference, Heimberger 
et al. (2000). 
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4.4 Discussion 
Our analyses have concentrated on first order features , and we have not attempted to 
resolve the horizontal scale lengths between the various 1D models or to establish the 
uniqueness of each model. We did display some array data in figure 4.6 that suggests 
there are significant changes in D" across dimensions of a few degrees. However, 
these changes could be influenced by the 3D structure of the lower mantle. This is a 
difficult question but we can address it somewhat by generating 2D synthetics (figure 
4. 7) for existing tomographic models such as displayed in figure 4.1. 
These synthetics were produced with a generalized ray code modified to treat 2D 
structures as discussed in Ni et al. (2000). The geometric ray paths for 85°, 90°, and 
95° are displayed in figure 4.1b. Note that from 85 to 93°, the paths travel mostly in 
the fast structures, which explains why the S pulses arrive earlier than PREM and 
then fall behind at larger ranges when the paths sample the slow basal velocities. 
Overall, these synthetics are not that much different from those generated by PREM 
where ScS is not noted beyond 87°. Resolving ScS from S obviously becomes more 
difficult (figure 4.7) as one filters to long periods as done in most long-period (LP) 
tomography studies. The resolution of ScS remains difficult in LP synthetics even 
after adding an ULVZ. This difficulty in separating ScS from S probably prevents 
long-period analyses from detecting the extreme features discussed here or in helping 
much is the analysis of 3D structure in D". However, these LP results may explain 
why there are some basic differences in LP tomographic models and Grand 's results, 
who used shorter-period analog data, consequently forces more extreme features into 
D" . In particular, the LVZ models presented here are quite compatible with Grand 's 
results, namely, a lower basal layer (200 km) with about a 3% reduction, Ritsema et 
al. (1998) and Ni et al. (1999). Thus, it appears that most of the well documented 
Great African Plume structure [Su et al. (1994)] is underlaid by a mild low velocity 
zone with a few known ULVZ situated at its edges. The one introduced here appears 
at the western margin. The width of the structure is probably less than 500 km 
based on how rapid the waveforms change with distance, which is compatible with 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of synthetics from the two LVZ models (red containing a 
negative gradient, and green containing only a low velocity-based layer), against array 
data (Tanzania) for two neighboring events. Most observed waveforms fit one of these 
two models. Stations INZA and URAM are located at the northwest corner of the 
array while stations TUND and PAND are at the southern corner. These observations 
display the largest differences. Excluding these stations, the remaining observations 
sample a narrow corridor roughly 250 km long and less than 50 km across. These 
observations are quite compatible with each other as expected and show little signs 
of a late arriving ScS indicative of ULVZ synthetics. 
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the results of other methods used in studies of these anomalous structures in other 
regions, see review by Lay et al. (1998). Some of t hese studies suggest Gaussian 
or ridge-shaped ULVZ structures with horizontal dimensions of a few hundred kms, 
Heimberger et al. (2000) . One of these zones occurs under Iceland and another occurs 
at the northeastern edge of the African upwelling as displayed in figure 4.5. 
In summary, it appears that an ULVZ or some type of very anomalous structure 
occurs at the western edge of t he subducted material between the fast-to-slow mar-
gins as predicted by some dynamic models. This structure with a reduction in shear 
velocity of 30% favors some melting as suggested by Williams and Garnero [1996] 
and in dynamic models involving viscous heating [Steinbach and Yuen, 1999]. The 
structure to the east beneath the upwelling appears to be complex but with fewer 
signs of ULVZ's. These observations favor models with thick (200 km) LVZ zones of 
about 3 to 4% reduction compatible with some tomographic studies. Thus, the rela-
tionship between historic slab subduction and possible upwelling near their margins, 
as predicted by dynamic models, is becoming more apparent in deep mantle velocity 
structure. 
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Figure 4.7: Synthetic seismograms generated from a cross section through a Tomo-
graphic model (Ritsema et al. (1991) as displayed in figure 4.1) labeled 2DTm (BB) 
for broadband and LP for long-period along with LP results from the LVZ and ULVZ 
models. The LP is that used in the above tomographic modeling, namely, the removal 
of a ll periods less than 15 sec. A reference line of travel t imes relative to PRE\11 is 
included in each profile. The first two columns indicate the relative shifts of arrivals 
caused by the 2D structure, where the signals start about 5 sees early at near-in 
ranges, and then gradually become late at larger ranges. Adding the LP filter makes 
it difficult to resolve ScS, which is probably why most LP studies do not detect such 
features at t hese ranges, but are able to map-out the larger features. 
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Chapter 5 The Low Velocity Structure 
beneath Africa and Atlantic from 
Waveform and Travel Time Modeling 
5.1 Abstract 
A major difficulty encountered in lower mantle tomography studies is isolating the 
S phase from its core phases, SKS and ScS. Fortunately, the interference from 75 to 
105 degrees produced by these combined arrivals is distinct, since ScSsv and ScSsh 
have opposite polarity. We developed a simple algorithm to decipher and determine 
the arrival times of these phases by matching simulated synthetics to the observed 
waveforms. This is achieved by computing the various arrivals separately using the 
GRT method for PREM. The arrivals are allowed to shift in relative timings to match 
the data. Tomographic model can t hen be constructed or existing tomographic models 
can be altered to match these data and new 2D synthetics constructed to better fit 
the waveforms. These updated synthetics can again be decomposed and re-assembled 
and the process repeated. This algorithm is applied to a combination of analog and 
digital data along a corridor from South America to Africa and a high resolution 2D 
model is constructed. The cross section begins with a relative fast basal layer beneath 
South America which abuts against an ULVZ with normal mantle above it. The fast 
structure transitions into a D" layer with reduced S-wave velocity by 3% which is 
about 180 km thick and 2000 km long. The layer grows rapidly in thickness, reaching 
at least 1500 km above CMB beneath Africa. 
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5. 2 Introduction 
The large scale low velocity structure beneath Africa is revealed in various shear veloc-
ity tomographic models ([Masters et al. , 1996], [Suet al. , 1992],[ Grand, 1994],[Ritsema 
et al. , 1999]). Improved resolution of this low velocity structure has been achieved by 
array analysis of SKS, S, ScS travel times (Ritsema et al. [1998a]). They find that S 
is progressively delayed up to 10 seconds with respect to PREM for a South Sand-
wich Island earthquake recorded by Tanzania array with epicentral distances from 60 
to 76 degrees, and ScS-S from the dataset is about 12 seconds larger than PREM 
predictions. This differential travel time anomaly can be explained by introducing 
a 2D structure where S samples a longer portion of the slow paths relative to ScS. 
Combined with SKS and S travel time from a Drake Passage earthquake, they were 
able to explain, with a forward model featuring a steep and sharp eastern edge (figure 
3.8), how SKS around 86 degrees is delayed up to 10 seconds and becomes normal 
approaching 92 degrees. As for the western edge of the African low velocity structure 
(ALVS) , Ni et al. [1999] have studied SKS-S crossover distance to constrain the west-
ern side of ALVS. The preliminary result from the variation of crossover distance and 
S, SKS travel time for epicentral distance between 83 and 105 shows that there is a 
low velocity layer (240 km thick or less, with shear velocity reduction about 3%) be-
neath the Atlantic ocean and the AVLS seems to transition sharply into an upwelling 
beneath western Africa. 
However, the more detailed picture of the transition and the low velocity layer 
beneath the Atlantic can not be obtained with the data mentioned above for two 
reasons. On one hand, to model the low velocity layer, the differential time between 
S and ScS for epicentral distances larger than 87 degrees (where S raypath begins to 
sample the lower 300 km of the mantle) is crucial. But to measure the separation 
between S and ScS for the range of epicentral distances is very difficult because S and 
ScS approach each other and interference makes hand-picking of S and ScS arrival 
difficult (figure 5.1). On the other hand to model the transition of the low velocity 
layer into ALVS, SKS-S differential times before crossover distances (82 degrees, figure 
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5.1) \Vould be helpful since SKS and S raypaths are closer in the upper mantle, thus 
more sensitive to lateral variation in D". But this is difficult too, because of the 
interference between SKS and S around t he cross-over distance. For distances of a 
few degrees before the crossover distance, SKS is sufficiently after S, but then it begins 
to interfere with ScS. 
Because of difficulties mentioned above, many tomographic studies do not use 
the SKS data before 90 degrees and ScS+ S data between 87 and 102 degrees. This 
is especially t rue for those tomographies studies that determine specific arrivals by 
correlating a seismic phase from data with seismic arrivals on reference synthetic 
seismograms because such correlation method does not provide correct result when 
two seismic phases interfere, just like the case of t he SKS,S cross over and t he emerging 
ScS,S. Moreover, when the epicentral distances are too large (larger than 95 degrees) , 
the S waveform can be affected due to velocity structures (Fig 5.1b) ; in this case, the 
different ial travel t ime itself is not sufficient to study the structure, instead , whole 
waveform of S and ScS modeling is necessary. 
In this paper, we propose an algorithm to overcome the difficulty discussed above, 
and then apply the algorithm to seismograms from earthquakes in Sout h America 
recorded in South Africa to compute the differential travel times. 'vVe conduct some 
forward modeling t hat fits the travel time data as well as ScS and S waveforms 
recorded by the South Africa Array ([ W en, 2001]) for epicent ral distances between 
84 and 95 degrees along the South America-African corridor. 
5.3 Algorithm and Differential Travel Time Anal-
. ys1s 
The interference of seismic arrivals are more common in crustal studies where differ-
ent seismic arrivals are very close in timing. Song and Heimberger [1998] proposed 
a hybrid simulation method to study lateral variation in crustal velocities beneath 
southern California. Basically they assume unpert urbed seismic raypaths from a 1D 
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Figure 5_1: Generalized ray (GRT) Synthetic seismograms for PREM and a model 
with low velocity layer (LVZ) above CMB. The low velocity layer is 180 km thick, with 
3% lower S velocity. (TOP) PREM synthetics. SV components are on the left, on 
this component SKS,S and ScS are present . Notice that SKS and ScS have opposite 
polarity than S. For SH component S and ScS have the same polarity. For PREM 
S and ScS are very close from 87 degrees on, and essentially one pulse beyond 90 
degrees. SKS overruns S around 82 degrees, and becomes the first arrival. Around 
this distance, it hard to measure the differential time between SKS and ScS. (Bottom) 
LVZ synthetics. S and ScS are separated obviously up to 95 degrees. The crossover 
distance of SKS and Sis about 2 degrees later than that of PREM. Sis longer period 
like beyond 93 degrees due to the diffraction from the negative discontinuity of the 
LVZ. Diffractions effect also make S smaller than ScS for large epicentral distances. 
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model, apply travel time corrections or shifts for the seismic phases, then sum the 
shifted responses of each seismic phase to get the simulated seismogram. Observed 
waveforms along similar paths can then be matched and the shifts determined by 
simulated annealing to construct a 2D tomography model ([Heimberger et al. , 2001]). 
For small velocity perturbations, this technique works quite well when compared to 
regenerated synthetics and has been applied to crustal studies of Southern Califor-
nia. Such concepts can be directly applied to teleseismic studies where interference 
of different arrivals are prominent (e.g. , for the case of SKS and S crossover, and S 
and ScS emerging) because S, SKS and ScS are associated with distinct generalized 
raypath: S is defined by all the rays in the mantle, not including the ray reflected 
from CMB, SKS is defined by all rays in the core, and ScS is defined by the ray 
reflected from CMB. To implement the hybrid-simulation technique, S, SKS and ScS 
groups are computed with GRT with their sum displayed in figure 5.1. Then each 
phase is shifted so as to obtain an optimal match with data. The procedure is dis-
played in figure 5.2. In order to compute the differential time for a seismogram at 
90 degrees taken from the bottom panel of figure 5.1, first the SKS and S (both SV 
and SH component) , ScS (both SV and SH component) are computed for a reference 
1D model (PREM, in this case). Note the ScS and S have the same polarity for SH 
component , and SKS, ScS have opposite polarity than S on SV component. There 
is no SKS on SH component because of decoupling of P-SV and SH system. By 
delaying SKS for 2.3 seconds, ScS for 4.7 seconds, the hybrid-simulated (referred to 
as approximate seismogram hereafter) seismogram (light traces) matches the exact 
seismograms (heavy traces) quite well. 
In figure 5.3, the exact seismograms from GRT are compared to approximate 
seismograms. Most of the exact seismograms are well matched by the approximated 
ones except for S and ScS phases beyond 94 degrees where the S raypath begin to 
sample the discontinuity of the low velocity layer, and the diffraction effect becomes 
more prominent and the waveforms need to be modeled directly. The differential 
times derived from this algorithm fits the theoretical calculation of differential times 
for the LVZ model quite well(figure 5.3). Thus this match argues that the hybrid-
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Figure 5.2: The algorithm of calculating differential time of SKS-S, ScS-S. First, syn-
thetic seismograms for SKS, S, ScS are calculated for a lD reference model (PREM) . 
From the CRT point of view these phases can be calculated separately by summing 
up responses of outer core rays, mantle rays and ray reflected from CMB respectively. 
Then SKS synthetic and ScS synthetic are shifted (also with appropriate amplitude 
adjustment) with respect to S so as to get an optimal matching with an observed 
seismogram (bottom light traces). The numbers are time shifts of ScS and SKS. For 
this specific example, SKS is delayed 2.3 seconds and ScS is delayed 4.7 seconds. 
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simulation technique works well for the small velocity perturbation. In figure 5.4, 
we show the match between data and approximate seismograms for an earthquake 
recorded at station LSZ in southern Africa. The epicentral distance for the event 
is 89.3 degrees, where S and ScS are very close together in PREM; however, the S 
and ScS in this data are well separated by 12 seconds (6 seconds larger than PREM 
values). 
The simple waveform of S, SKS, and ScS which are well matched by approximated 
seismograms suggests that our technique can be applied to the analysis of data rou-
tinely. The procedure works particularly well for arrays as displayed in figure 5.5, 
where a record section of an earthquake recorded by Namibia project (GEOFON) is 
modeled with the techniques. The SKS, Sand ScS are very clear on each seismogram. 
Such a record section analysis of data helps exclude the possibility of wrong identifi-
cation of seismic phases. The technique is also very useful for processing WWSSNLP 
seismograms where the long period instrument response makes onsets of seismic ar-
rival less sharp and difficult to pick (figure 5.6); for example, on GRM trace (epicentral 
distance is 78.4 degrees), the SKS phase is matched by the approximate seismogram 
and would be difficult to pick the onset. This is especially true for PRE trace, where 
Sand SKS are very close. Since WWSSN (including DWWSSN) had a long recording 
history (1965 upto 1988), the application of this technique will be possible for many 
event-station pairs and thus help to constrain the lower mantle velocity structure 
better. 
We applied this technique to study the differential time between SKS and S, ScS-
S for epicentral distances between 75 to 105 degrees. The events (Table 6.1) and 
the stations we used are displayed in figure 5.7. Most of the earthquakes are deep 
focus events (depth larger than 1 OOkm) in south America so that surface reflection 
phases would not contaminate the seismic phases we are interested in, and we only 
used southern Africa stations (both IRIS broadband stations and WWSSN stations) 
to study a corridor of the ALVS. The South Africa PASSCAL array which has very 
good coverages and recorded some high quality seismic data, that are very important 
in constraining the lowermost mantle velocity structure, are also included in this 
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Figure 5.3: (TOP) Differential time of SKS-S and ScS obtained from approximated 
seismograms are plotted as dots (SKS-S) and triangles(ScS-S). They agree well with 
theoretical differential SKS-S (broken line) and ScS-S (solid line). Beyond 90 degrees 
differential time of SKS-S and ScS-S decreases because S begins to be delayed be-
cause of the LVZ. (BOTTOM) Comparison of exact seismograms (gray traces) with 
approximated seismograms (black traces) derived from the algorithm described in fig-
ure 5.2 . Typically they agree well except for distances larger than 92 degrees where 
diffraction effect is important. 
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Figure 5.4: An example showing how well approximated seismogram fits data recorded 
at station LSZ (lsz.T is the tangential component, lsz.R is the radial component). The 
epicentral distance is 89.3 degrees where S and ScS would be very close together in 
PREM. The first arrival is SKS, the second arrival is S, and the third arrival is ScS. 
Notice the polarity of each arrival. After SKS is shifted 3 seconds and ScS is shifted 5.3 
seconds, the match between approximated seismogram with data is optimal. Lighter 
traces are data. 
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Figure 5.5: Record section of approximated seismograms and S,SKS and ScS wave-
forms recorded by Namibia stations. Lighter traces are data (Rand Tare radial and 
tangential components respectively) . Heavy traces are synthetics. 
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Figure 5.6: Application of approximated seismogram to analog long period seismo-
grams (vVWSSNLP). Seismograms recorded by long period instruments do not show 
sharp onset of seismic arrivals, thus it is difficult to pick the arrival. The problem 
is very severe around SKS,S crossover distances (e.g., station PRE, distance of 82 
degrees). 
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study. We only worked on high signal to noise ratio data where S, SKS, ScS are 
clear and no other processing procedures are applied other than deconvolving the 
velocity seismograms into displacement seismograms. A typical record section of 
data is displayed in figure 5.8, the SKS and ScS has opposite polarity as compared to 
Son SV component (the heavy t races) whileS and ScS have the same polarity on SH 
component (light t races), and this polarity relationship makes identification of these 
three phases quite straightforward. The obvious feature is that separation between 
SKS and S is a few seconds smaller than PREM predictions, and the separation 
between ScS and S is a few seconds larger than PREM predictions. The smaller 
separation between SKS and Sis due to slower SKS ([Ni et al., 1999]) , and the larger 
separation between S and ScS is due to slower ScS ([Ni and Heimberger, 2001]). Such 
a technique applied to high quality data typically yields a precision about 0.3 seconds; 
it is hard to discern the difference between data and approximated seismogram if the 
specific phases are shifted by an amount smaller than 0.3 seconds. One complication 
might come from anisotropy in the upper mantle where SV seismograms have to be 
shifted to be aligned on SH phases. For the dataset we processed, the misalignment 
of SV and SH components due to upper mantle anisotropy is up to 1 second. But 
upper mantle anisotropy should not change the differential time much since on either 
component, each phase is affected identically due to the closeness of raypath in the 
upper mantle. However , the anisotropy in the D" region should affect the different ial 
time between ScS and S. Thomas et al. [2000] showed that anisotropy is present in 
some fast D" region. Since the lowermost mantle we are studying is a low velocity 
layer, anisotropy might not be important. As for the differential time between ScS 
and S on SV component and the differential t ime of ScS and S on SH component t hat 
we measured in our study, they are almost identical, so we just use ScS-S to denote the 
differential time between ScS and S. This result is in agreement with recent studies 
beneath the Atlantic ([Fuchs et al., 1999]). 
The differential times for t hese earthquakes are obtained with t he procedure dis-
cussed above, and can be classified into 3 groups: group 1 for station BOSA, LBTB, 
PRE (SLR) (figure 5.9) ; group 2, TSUM and WIN; group 3, LSZ, this grouping is 
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Figure 5. 7: A map showing earthquakes and stations that are used in this study. 
The diamonds denote the bounce points of ScS on CMB along the great circle path 
connecting source and receiver. Triangles denote the SKS exit point on the receiver 
side. The data used by Ritsema et al. [1998] is also displayed to show that a different 
cross sections is studied in this paper. Bold lines brackets great circle paths for two 
events recorded by the South African array. The Tanzania and southern Africa array 
are plotted as gray triangles. 
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Figure 5.8: A record section of S waveforms recorded at station LSZ. Light traces 
are radial components, and heavy traces are tangential components. All t races are 
aligned on SKS arrival; and the separation between S and S is smaller than PREM 
predicted (dashed line) , and separation between ScS and S is greater t han PREM 
predicted (dotted lines). 
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based on the different behavior of differential time versus epicentral distances. Al-
though there are some scatter in the differential time measurements (about 2 seconds), 
the different trends can be observed on different groups. Very few high quality data 
are available for station SUR and GRM, thus the data from SUR and GRM are not 
included in constraining forward models. As expected from SKS and S crossover 
studies, for group 1 and group 2, SKS-S and ScS-S vary from 1 second to 7 seconds, 
with 3-4 seconds as average. For group 1, SKS-S reaches 7 seconds for epicentral 
distances up to 102 degrees, and the SKS-S t ime shows some rapid increase (from 
4 seconds to 7 seconds) from distance of 87 to 94 degrees. This rapid increase of 
differential time may suggest some rapid variation of velocity structures in the lower 
mantle. Assuming the low velocity structure is closer to South Africa (receiver side) , 
it implies that the SKS raypath samples a larger portion of the ALVS for larger epi-
central distance (steeper SKS raypath, closer to receiver). Around 90 degrees, the 
SKS exit point at CMB is about 15 degrees from the receiver, so the rapid variation 
of ALVS takes place about 15 degrees from station BOSA(LBTB). While for group 2, 
the SKS-S and ScS-S behave quite smoothly. But for group 3, the SKS-S and ScS-S 
decreases with larger epicentral distances, the explanation is that station LSZ (BUL) 
is to the east of the western edge of the ALVS, and S raypaths begin to sample more 
of the ALVS with larger epicentral distances (steeper S raypaths) , thus S is delayed 
more and more, causing smaller SKS-S and ScS-S times (figure 5.12). VVe will discuss 
this feature in the next section. 
The ScS-S differential time measurements beyond 85 degrees that we obtained 
here have never been used in modeling the lower mantle beneath Atlantic and Africa. 
Only with the advent of broadband stations installed in Africa, it is possible to 
compute the differential time between ScS and S with such accuracy. WWSSN short 
period instruments did not record strong ScS for such ranges of epicentral distances as 
discussed in chapter 2, while long period instruments recorded S and ScS as one pulse 
since the separation between ScS and S is about 3-5 seconds which is shorter than 
predominant period of "WVVSSNLP instruments. The low velocity layer beneath the 
Atlantic also separates ScS and S enough to be measured. It would be not possible 
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Figure 5.9: The three groups of differential time measurements (SKS-S, ScS-S). Solid 
line is predicted SKS-S differential time from Ritsema's tomographies model, and 
broken line is the predicted ScS-S model. The typical SKS-S time is about 3-7 seconds, 
and ScS-S is about 3-5 seconds. (A) result for station BOSA, LBTB, PRE (B) station 
TSUM,WIN (C) station LSZ. Notice that SKS-S time increases from 3 seconds to 7 
seconds with larger distances for group (A) while the trend is opposite for group (C). 
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to model ScS in this distance range for faster or normal D" region where S and ScS 
are interfering. For ScS to be robust, the velocity structure close to the ScS bounce 
points must not contain substantial scatterers which tend to diminish ScS ( [Cormier 
et al. , 2000]). With the installation of broadband seismic array in southern Africa, 
the unique opportunity of studying the lowermost mantle beneath the Atlantic in 
detail becomes possible. 
We also calculated SKS-S and ScS-S time for a tomographic model ([Ritsema 
et al. , 1999]) and attempt to fit these observed data (figure 5.9). This tomographic 
model predicts SKS-S and ScS-S differential time with a maximum of 3 seconds and 
1.5 seconds average delay, substantially smaller than observed value, but with similar 
trend. This suggests that the tomographic studies may reflect the same velocity struc-
tures as that control the SKS-S and ScS-S trends. However, tomographic inversion 
tend to diffuse sharp structures given the long period data used in such studies ([Ni 
and Heimberger, 2001]). Thus one does not have good constraints on rapid lateral 
variation in tomographic model Since such studies do not include differential time of 
SKS and S around cross-over distance and of ScS and S for emerging distances (larger 
than 90 degrees). 
5.4 Waveform Constraints 
While the differential times assembled above are quite important in establishing a 
reliable model, they prove insufficient in number to generate a useful tomographic 
models. Thus we examined the synthetic predictions from a number of existing to-
mographic models to generate a working 2D section. An example of such a tangential 
profile generated from the model by Ritsema et al. [1999] is displayed in figure 5.10, 
labeled as SH(Tomo). The maximum delay of ScS relative to PREM is only 3 seconds 
which is obviously insufficient to fit the data. However, the S-arrival delay with dis-
tance observed on synthetics shows the same general trend with S becoming delayed 
with range, roughly by 6 seconds as observed on data. Thus we will simply start 
increasing the velocity contrast until we improve the waveform predictions. Then, we 
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Figure 5.10: Three representative S velocity models based on Ritsema's tomographic 
models from (13.8S,69.3W) to ( 28.58, 25.8E). The background is tomographic model. 
Raypaths of S, ScS (pink) and SKS (blue) for epicentral distances of 84, 89 and 94 
degrees are displayed to show the regions sampled by data from the South African 
array. Green lines are approximate contours that define the region of slow anomaly 
in the tomographic model. In our forward modeling, we set the velocity anomaly to 
-3% in the region enclosed by green lines. LVZl features slow transition from slow 
velocity layer to African upwelling while the transition in LVZ2 and LVZ3 are quite 
sharp. LVZ3 features a plume head structure. The typical velocity anomaly is about 
-1% in this cross section of the tomographic model. 
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will go back and use this new model to check the differential time data. 
The method of modifying tomographic models is very similar to those used 111 
previous chapters, which is basically to inflate velocity perturbation in certain region 
so as to explain the large differential time. In figure 5.10, three velocity models 
are displayed. The colored background model is Ritsemas's model, with maximum 
velocity anomaly about 1.5%, and the average is about 1%. We developed the three 
models by drawing a contour which defines t he low velocity region (the green line) , 
and we set the velocity perturbation to be 3% slower in the region enclosed by the 
green lines. Given t he diffused nature of t he tomographic models, the edge of the 
low velocity region is not clear. vVe only tried three representative models; LVZ1 is 
a model with slow transition from low velocity layer while the transition in model 
LVZ2 and LVZ3 is sharper . The difference between LVZ2 and LVZ3 is that LVZ3 has 
more of a plume head structure. 
We computed 2D synthetic seismograms for the original tomographic model and 
the three variant models. The synthetics were shown earlier in figure 5.11. For 
the unenhanced tomographic model, t he ScS are delayed about 3 seconds around 85 
degrees which is expected for the tomography since it is constra ined with ScS data 
for epicent ral distances less t han 85 degrees or so. But for larger epicentral distances, 
the S and ScS essentially becomes one pulse on the synthetics, and this does not agree 
with the data which shows large separation between S and ScS up to 95 degrees. For 
the t hree enhanced models, ScS are always delayed due to the low velocity layers. 
However , for model LVZ1 , because of the slow transition from low velocity layer to 
ALVS, the ScS for larger epicent ra l distances (larger than 92 degrees) samples an 
effectively thicker low velocity layer , thus ScS is delayed too much as compared to 
the data. With t he sharp transition, synthetics for model LVZ2 and LVZ3 both fit 
the data quite well, and this is reasonable since the S and ScS raypaths in the upper 
mantle (where the plume head is) are very close. 
The sharp transition is also favored by differential travel time data as displayed in 
figure 5.12, where t he predicted differential travel times from model LVZ2 are overlaid 
with observed data, the increasing SKS-S in group (A) is fairly well fi t . One noticeable 
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Figure 5.11: Data and 2D synthetics (Ni et al [2000]) for various models. Plots are 
aligned on the S arrival of PREM, and the broken line shows the predicted ScS arrival 
of PREM. (Torno) Synthetics based on Ritsema's model. The ScS is delayed about 
3 second around 85 degrees, but ScS and S are too close after 90 degrees. (LVZ1) 
Synthetics based on model LVZ1 , ScS and Sis too much separated as compared with 
t he Sout h Africa Array Data (Wen, 2001). The slow transition from low velocity layer 
to ALVS in model LVZ1 delayed ScS too much. (LVZ2 and LVZ3) Synthetics based 
on model LVZ2 and LVZ3. The separation between Sand ScS are similar to that on 
data. 
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feature for group (C) (station LSZ) is that model LVZ2 predicts decreased SKS-S and 
ScS-S just as the data shows, and the predicted S travel t ime is increasingly delayed 
because the S raypath does not sample the ALVS for small epicentral distances, and 
S raypath samples a larger and larger portion of the ALVS with increasing distances. 
Events from Sandwich Island recorded at LSZ (epicentral distance about 60 degrees) 
show very delayed ScS (up to 12 seconds), and this also supports the idea that ray-
paths with small takeoff angle sample the bulk of the low velocity anomaly. A record 
section of synthetic seismograms for sources at different distances from station LSZ is 
compared to data observed at LSZ (figure 5.14); the large separation of ScS and S at 
the distance of about 85 degrees and the diminishing separation around 100 degrees 
is reproduced by synthetics. So model LVZ2 can explain record section of data with 
fixed source and varying station as well as explain record section of data with fixed 
station and varying sources. The geometry of fixed stations provides the advantage 
of modeling the lateral variation of station side velocity structure with more details, 
if assuming receiver side is normal. 
5.5 Discussion and Conclusion 
We have developed an algorithm to measure the differential time between SKS and S 
around crossover distance as well as the time between ScS and S for large epicentral 
distances. For the earthquakes from South America recorded by southern African 
stations, SKS and ScS are 3-7 seconds later than S with respect to PREM, which 
suggests a large scale low velocity structure beneath Atlantic and Africa. Such low 
velocity structure may also be responsible for S waveform distortion beyond 90 de-
grees. The high quality broadband data, especially the dense array data used in this 
study, combined with the seismic phases in certain ranges of distances that are not 
available in other studies, provided much more constraints on the velocity structures. 
We developed a forward model that both explains the travel t ime variation and wave-
form anomalies. Our model features a relatively flat low velocity layer (3% slower in 
S velocity, 200 km thick) beneath Atlantic, and then it transitions into the African 
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Figure 5.12: Predicted different ial t ime from model LVZ2. Solid lines are SKS-8 t ime; 
broken line, ScS-8. The stations (LSZ, T SUM and BOSA) are at different positions 
with respect to t he structure ( red region, 3% lower S velocity), thus sample different 
part of ALVS. For station LSZ, ScS and SKS are in the slow region for all distances, 
while S samples more of the anomaly with increasing distances, leading to smaller 
SKS-8 and ScS-8. ScS samples both t he bulk of ALVS and the low velocity layer, thus 
ScS-8 is very large ( 6 seconds) around 85 degrees. For station TSUM and BOSA, S 
raypaths are not in the anomalous region , while SKS raypaths samples more of the 
slow anomaly with increasing distances, thus leading to increasing SKS-8. For these 
two groups of stations, ScS only sample the low velocity layer, thus is only moderately 
delayed 3-4 seconds. 
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upwelling (1500 km high above CMB, also with 3% lowerS velocity). The t ransition 
is relatively sharp, which is required by S and ScS waveforms recorded by the south 
Africa array. Such a sharp transition agrees with previous studies ([Ritsema et al., 
1998a; Ni et al. , 1999]) based on data from other azimuth or different dataset, and 
some geodynamical modeling also predicts relatively sharp t ransition ([Sidorin et al. , 
1999; Bergeron et al. , 2000]). The flat low velocity layer beneath Altantic is also 
present in Grand's model([ Grand , 1994]) which is derived from shorter period data 
than other tomographic studies. 
As the velocity structure (velocity jump) of the fast D" causes S triplication, the 
low velocity layer can produce diffraction effects on S waveform. Either the triplication 
or the diffraction makes waveform modeling an important technique in studying the 
radial gradient of t he velocity structure in the lower most mantle which is less sensitive 
to travel time modeling. It seems that the low velocity layer, or a negative gradient 
just above CMB, also make CMB-diffracted waves (Pdiff, Sdiff) propagates to longer 
distances than PREM would predict ([ Wysession et al. , 1995]) . A recent survey of 
PeP precursors from stacking of the dense JARRAY short period data for Fiji events 
([Kito and Krueger, 2001]) also requires negative discontinuity (-1% lower P velocity, 
240 km above CMB) beneath Pacific. If we adopt Berryman [2000]'s theory of 3 to 1 
ratio of S and P velocity perturbation from mineralogical considerations, our models 
of 3% S velocity reduction will agree their P velocity models. 
The eastern edge of ALVS is not well modeled in this study due to lack of coverage 
of seismic rays sampling the edge. Previous studies based on S and S-SKS travel times 
show that the east ern edge is sharp ([Ritsema et al. , 1998a]). Waveform data and 
SKKS-SKS t ravels time also provide more evidence to support this feature. For the 
event 941020 recorded by Tanzania array, S-SKS is up to 15 seconds later (compared 
with PREM ), and SKKS-S is late up to 7 seconds (figure 5.14). The interesting 
feature is the large S-SKS and SKKS-SKS differential travel time beyond 98 degrees, 
t he interpretation is that SKS raypath begin to miss ALVS beyond 98 degrees which 
leads to larger S-SKS and SKKS-SKS time. SKKS and SKS raypaths are very close, 
the 7 seconds separation argues for rapid variation of velocity structure. Such sharp 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of dat a (light traces) at LSZ and synthetics (heavy traces). 
All t races are aligned on S arrival; the curve denotes ScS-S different ial t ime for PREM. 
It is obvious that ScS is very delayed (with respect to S) around 85 degrees; but it is 
close to S around 100 degrees. The synthetics based on model LVZ2 reproduce t his 
trend. 
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Figure 5.14: The travel time constraints on the eastern edge of ALV8 from 8 , 8K8 
and 8KK8. (Top) Raypaths of 8 (black) , 8K8 (blue) and 8KK8 (green) and ALV8. 
The general feature is that 8 is delayed for the all range of distances, 8K8 begins to 
miss the structure around 98 degrees. (Bottom) Predicted travel times for the model. 
Red line is 8 travel time, Green line is 8KKS-8K8 time, and blue line is 8-8K8 time. 
Because 8K8 misses ALV8 around 98 degrees, 8KK8-8K8 and 8-8K8 time begin to 
increase rapidly with distance. The triangles , diamonds and circles are observed 8, 
8-8K8, 8KK8-8 time respectively. 
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Figure 5.15: Observed waveform (left) and WKM synthetics (right) for the model 
displayed in figure 5.14. Note the complicated SKS waveform around 98 degrees as 
marked by(*) in data, this feature is somehow simulated with synthetics (also marked 
by *) . The ~ waveforms in data also behave not consistently, some have two pulses 
(marked by ) , some only one pulse. This feature is also reflected in synthetics. This 
complicated waveforms suggest sharp boundaries. 
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edges would produce waveform anomalies too because vVKM synthetics rely on sum-
mation of neighbouring raypaths some of which are in the anomalous region (leading 
to later arrival) while the others are outside of the region (thus earlier arrival), and 
t his double peaks are observed on waveform data as displayed in figure 5.15. The 
SKS waveforms around 98 degrees are fatter or show double peaks, t his is reproduced 
by synthetics based on t he model in figure 5.14. This is only a preliminary result, 
more detailed forward modeling will be conducted in the feature combined wit h other 
array waveform data. 
We have only studied a narrow corridor of the ALVS; much effort should be 
directed to study the 3D structure as suggested from various tomographic models. 
Data from north Africa also show st rong azimuthal variation of SKS and S differential 
times (from -5s to 5s) , but more st ations are needed to address the 3D issue. The 
ongoing MIDSEA project ([ Vander Lee et al. , 1999]) and XI PASSCAL project would 
produce much more valuable data in studying this problem. For Sandwich Island 
eart hquakes, the epicent ral distances to these two arrays are also around crossover 
distances or ScS,S emerging distances, our algorithm of dealing SKS, ScS and S for 
this range of distances would be directly applicable to the dataset. 
In summary, with the availability of more broadband data from increasing numbers 
of digital st ations in Africa , combined with our 2D WKM code, we will have much 
better underst anding of the African velocity structure which, in turn, will help to 
unravel t he dynamics and the evolut ion of our planet earth. 
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Chapter 6 Modeling PKP Precursor 
with WKM 
6.1 Abstract 
Recent studies of the core-mantle boundary (CMB) have revealed some very anoma-
lous structures interpreted in terms of ultra low velocity zones (ULVZ). However, 
there remains considerable uncertainties about their physical descriptions or even if 
they occur above or below the CMB. They have only been detected in isolated sit-
uations using rather special techniques; these include: distortions in SKS with the 
development of SKPdS and SPdKS, broadband PKP precursors, distinct ScS and 
S beyond 100 degrees, and rapid changes in differential travel times of neighboring 
phases. Here we report on a situation where raypaths associated with PKP precur-
sors and SKPdS sample the same ULVZ structure. The structure lies beneath central 
Africa and has been detected from WWSSN analog data (SKPdS) discussed previ-
ously. This data set has been enhanced with a collection of digital records sampling 
an elongated North-South zone roughly 800 km long. The entire SKPdS data set can 
be modeled with a ridge-shaped cross section with widths of 250 to 400 km and drops 
in P and S velocity of 10 and 30 percent. Fortunately, a new IRIS station (MSKU) 
located in Western Africa provided excellent PKP data from the New Britain Region 
events sampling the above structure. The PKP and strong precursors can be modeled 
by 2D synthetics generated from the same structure (used in modeling SKP dS) which 
provides a strong constraint on the definition characteristics of this particular ULVZ. 
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6.2 Introduction 
Ultra-low velocity zones (ULVZ) at the core-mantle-boundary (CMB) are probably 
the most anomalous structure in the mantle with S velocity reduced up to 30% and 
P wave velocity up to 10% [ Garnero and Heimberger , 1998b] . The initial studies 
on the mid-Pacific structure involved the detection of precursors to PeP [Mori and 
Heimberger, 1995], followed by studies on the interference of the two diffracted P-
phases (SP dKS, source-side) and (SKP dS, receiver-side) with the parent phase SKS 
near 11 oo as displayed in figure 6.1 [ Garnero and H elmberger, 1996]. The relative 
strength and arrival time separation between SKS and SKP dS are sensitive to the 
velocity structure near the CMB, and modeled with a slow thin layer. Subsequent 
efforts has allowed us to differentiate between SP dKS and SKP dS as the principal cause 
of the interference and 2D synthetics generated accordingly [Wen and Heimberger, 
1998a]. In particular, ULVZ's beneath Iceland and Africa have been modeled with 
ridge-like structures with a cross section dimension of about 200 km and with heights 
from 40 to 60 km [Heimberger et ai., 2000]. Wen and Heimberger [1998b], Thomas et ai. 
[1999] noted that some PKP precursors (figure 6.1) contain long-period energy which 
could be modeled by placing ULVZ at appropriate locations at the CMB. Again, 
2D domes of comparable dimensions to the above proved effective. As for short 
period PKP precursors, Vidaie and Hediin [1998] interpreted the strong precursors 
recorded at NORSAR array from earthquakes around Fiji as scattering from localized 
partial melts above CMB, and the P velocity variation is about 13% which they 
interpreted as an ULVZ. Comparable results of strong scattering have been produced 
from numerical simulations by Cormier [1999]. Other small scale modeling techniques 
include PeP and ScS interference [Revenaugh and Meyer , 1997] [Cormier , 2000] , SKS 
and S differential times [Breger and Romanowicz , 1998], and SV-SH polarization [Lay 
and Garnero , 1997]. Recently, Ni and Heimberger [2001] modeled the large separation 
(more than 5 seconds) between S and ScS for epicentral distances beyond 100 degrees; 
their model contains an ULVZ beneath the Southern Atlantic Ocean. 
A global map containing a combination of ULVZ and LVZ regions has been at-
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Figure 6.1: The upper plot displays the raypaths associated with studies of the ULVZ 
at the core-mantle-boundary (CMB). SKS phases from deep South American events 
to the African station AAE show distortions caused by the P-diffraction, SKP dS, 
which travels along the CMB as indicated, [Camero et al. , 1993]. The range where 
this interference occurs and the severity is controlled by the local CMB structure 
(lower plot). Note that the two raypaths propagating through the mantle are nearly 
identical, thus eliminating other complexities. Strong precursors to PKP have been 
successfully modeled with ULVZ's for path encountering the mid-Pacific upwelling. 
Here we examine paths from the New Britain Region to the African station MSKU 
which show such anomalous features. 
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tempted by Camero et al. [1998]. However , each of these regions is modeled with 
only one technique; thus, considerable ambiguity exists between velocity reduction 
versus thickness. The introduction of horizonal dimensions (2D structures) produces 
still more ambiguity as discussed in Heimberger et al. [2000] . Unfortunately, these 
very localized features require the seismic stations and earthquakes to have precise 
geometries for sampling as displayed in figure 6.1. Fortunately, with increasing num-
ber of broadband stations, modeling of ULVZ with combined techniques is becoming 
possible. Here, we extend the earlier study of the ULVZ structure situated beneath 
central Africa by Heimberger et al. [2000] (included as appendix) , referred to as Part 1 
by adding more broadband SKP d S and PKP observations sampling the same region. 
6.3 Waveform Data and Analysis 
The IRIS stations and events used are displayed in figure 6.2a. The South American 
events produced the SKP dS phases and the three PKP precursors were generated by 
t he New Britain events. The raypath surface projections are indicated along with 
the CMB sampling segments; see Table 6.1 for source details. SKP dS waveforms are 
presented in figure 6.2b with peaks aligned on SKS. The predicted SKP dS (arrival 
time) by PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] relative to SKS is indicated by 
the dotted line and that is expected from an ULVZ by the dashed line [Camero 
and Heimberger , 1998b] . Note that we have color coded the observations associated 
with the particular station paths to emphasize the contrast in waveform differences. 
Essentially, the reduced P-wave velocity shifts the critical angle of the reflected S-
to-P phase to shorter distances which moves the SKP dS onset from 108° (PREM) 
to about 105° (ULVZ) as displayed [Heimberger et al. , 1996a] . The strength of the 
SKP dS phase is strongly controlled by the shape and the precise ULVZ position [Wen 
and Heimberger, 1998a] . The black traces observed at KMBO are the simplest and 
align roughly along the PREM predictions, although the SKP dS strength at 114.8° is 
anomalously strong. The observations at FURl (red) show a strong SKP dS starting 
at 109° and remain prominent over all distances. The arrival time is about 2 sees 
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late and agrees with the ULVZ timing prediction observed from Part 1. Note that 
we have included an analog AAE record (dotted red) at 112.3° from that study 
as a reference. The FURl waveforms show complexity about three degrees earlier 
than ATD waveforms (Green). The differential behavior of these waveforms at FURl 
relative to ATD requires very localized velocity structure. Since the western boundary 
of the ULVZ appears to be further away from ATD, perhaps the difference is caused 
by geometry. A schematic picture to explain the different waveform complexity at 
AAE and ATD is displayed in figure 6.2c. For FURl, the SKP dS segments sample 
the ULVZ for distances from 109 to 115, while for ATD, which is about 5 degrees to 
the east of FURl, the SKP dS path does not sample the ULVZ for epicentral distances 
less than about 109°. However, with increasing distances, the longer SKP dS segments 
begin to sample the ULVZ and complicate the waveforms as displayed. From Part 
1, this ULVZ is about 240 km across and 60 km high, with S velocity reductions of 
about 30% and P velocity drops of 10%. We have included the SKP dS segments from 
Part 1 as dotted lines in figure 6.2d. Most of the analog data observed at AAE (same 
location as FURl) yield results similar to that seen at FURl in figure 6.2b. Note 
that AAE has been modeled in Part 1. Also included are segments appropriate for 
an array of stations in Tanzania. This data is a mixture of normal looking records 
(PREM-like) to anomalous for a few of the most western stations, which look similar 
to event 10 for KMBO. We have denoted these as dotted red as some mixture of LVZ 
and ULVZ structure, Part 1. If such ULVZ exists at this location as claimed above, 
it should produce obvious effects on the PKP precursor broadband waveforms [Wen 
and Heimberger , 1998b]. 
6.4 Modeling Broadband PKP Precursors 
We chose two IRIS stations, MSKU and DBIC, in figure 6.2a to study the PKP 
core phases in the vicinity of the proposed ULVZ. The paths to DBIC are thought 
to be sampling PREM-like lower mantle conditions [Ritsema et al., 1999] [Ni et al. , 
1999] and can be used to establish the source characteristics. Station MSKU is at 
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Figure 6.2: A map of the region sampled is given in (A) along with raypaths sampling 
the CMB. The SKS + SKP dS observations (B) ; where black (KMBO) appears PREM-
like falling on the PREM travel t ime predict ions, red (FURl) displays a strong SKP dS 
phase which is delayed in time (dotted, ULVZ) , and ATD in green, which appears 
PREM-like at the ranges less than 110° and anomalous beyond. The dotted red is 
taken from Part 1 (AAE) where it was successfully modeled with an ULVZ structure. 
The numbers indicate the South American events producing t hese seismograms as 
listed in Table 6.1. The geometry in C appears to explain the delayed complexity 
of ATD with simple behaviors at t he smaller ranges (109°). The map shown in 
D summarizes the anomalous CMB segments (red and green) and normal (black). 
The dotted traces are from Part 1. The blue segments are from PKP precursors 
sampling the elongated ULVZ structure (as roughly bracketed). The stenciled area is 
taken from Hedlin and Shearer [2000] indicating t he position of strongest scatterers 
observed beneath the African region. 
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Table 6.1: Events used in this study 
No date t ime lat(o) lon( o) depth(km) 
1 941020 01:15:16 -39.19 -70.80 164 
2 940819 10:02:51 -26.65 -63.38 565 
3 980729 07:14:24 -32.31 -71.29 51 
4 970902 12:13:22 3.85 -75.75 199 
5 971028 06:15:17 -4.37 -76.60 112 
6 971128 22:53:41 -13.74 -68.79 586 
7 981008 04:51:42 -16.12 -71.40 136 
8 991130 04:01 :53 -18.78 -69.05 127 
9 970123 02:15:22 -22.00 -65.72 276 
10 950923 22:31 :58 -10.53 -78.70 73 
11 950208 18:40:25 4.16 -76.64 69 
12 971015 01:03:33 -30.93 -71.22 58 
13 980403 22:01:48 -8.15 -74.24 164 
14 990403 06:17:18 -16.66 -72.66 87 
15 990525 16:42:05 -27.93 -66.93 169 
16 950214 15:53:56 -23.29 -67.70 156 
17 941212 07:41:55 -17.50 -69.65 151 
t he right geometry with epicent ral distances between 134 to 137°, to observe PKP 
precursors as int roduced in figure 6.1. With the source defined from modeling DBIC, 
we will attribute complexities at MSKU as caused by the CMB crossing zone at 
the receiver, and consider justification later. The broadband observations of t hree 
events are displayed in the upper portion of figure 6.3. The sources were chosen to be 
impulsive (simple) with parameters given in Table 6.1. At a distance of 155° (DBIC), 
the PKP branches are well separated into DF, BC, and AB denoting paths through 
t he inner core, fluid core, and outer fluid core. The phase AB should be phase-shifted 
by 90° since it is a maximum arrival phase, whereas the DF and BC phases are 
expected to have similar waveforms with the pulse duration represent ing the source 
characteristics. This feature is particularly apparent in the middle column (990510). 
The synthetics were generated with a 2D WKM code [Ni et al. , 2000], and fit the data 
quite well. The observed pulses after AB are probably the surface reflections of pPKP 
which have not been included in the synthetics. Using these source determinations, 
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we generated the DF predictions at MSKU (b. = 136°) where the two PKP branches, 
PKIKP and PkiKP, arrive with nearly identical times. The fits are excellent, but 
simple models will not generate precursors without adding scattering. The synthetic 
precursors displayed here are based on a 2D dome structure, 240 km across, 60 km, 
and 10% lower P velocity, and located where the SKS/ SKP dS modeling predicts; see 
figure 6.2D (blue lines). 
A comparison of one of these synthetics with those from a PREM model is pre-
sented in figure 6.4 along with some of the details in their construction. As discussed 
in Ni et al. [2000] and Heimberger et al. [1996b], we can construct synthetics by sum-
ming generated rays (GRT) sampling various depths. We arbitrarily divided-up the 
core into 10 km layers and display the responses produced by summing these in groups 
of ten representing energy contributions from 100 km intervals, figure 6.4. The solid 
t races are appropriate for PREM and the dotted are from the 2D structure. Note 
that the various traces seem to produce only a smooth long-period diffraction in the 
PREM model, which is well known [Cormier and Richards , 1977]. The ULVZ model 
disrupts the delicate timing and produces the broadband precursor. 
Record sections of synthetics based on PREM and dome like ULVZ model are 
displayed in figure 6.5 and 6.6 respectively. For PREM, the precursor (visible from 
130 degrees on, until 144 degrees where PKP triplication begins) is very smooth. For 
the dome-like ULVZ model, the precursor has some structures in it, the waveshape 
anomaly approaches PKPdf for larger epicentral distances; and this is expected for 
scatterers on CMB Cleary and Haddon [1972]. These synthetics have been compared 
with those generated by an analytical-numerical interfacing code [Wen and Helm-
berger, 1998b], and found to be satisfactory. As modeled here, we would expect to 
see considerable complexity of B-diffraction in regions of rapidly varying CMB, which 
we will address in more detail in a subsequent paper. 
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Figure 6.3: PKP observations from three events in the New Britain Region to Africa 
at stations DBIC and MSKU. The three branches of PKP containing DF (inner-core) , 
BC (lowermost outer-core) , and AB (outer-core) are well separated. These waveforms 
are modeled by PREM-like models as denoted by dotted synthetics displaying simple 
source characteristics. The 990405 event occurred at a depth of 150 km at Lat. (-
5.65) and Long. (149.7°). Its CMT (Harvard's) orientation is strike = 248°, dip = 
1r, and slip= 65° with a Mw = 7.4. The 990510 event occurred at a depth of 145 
km with a similar location. Its CMT orientation is strike = 202°, dip = 47°, and 
slip = -126 with a Mw = 7. The third event is a shallower event occurring at an 
estimated depth of 33 km. Its CMT is strike = 219°, dip = 29°, and slip = 72° with a 
Mw = 6.5. The observed DF pulses were used for effective duration and normalized 
amplitudes. Predictions of the PKP phase before the 144° caustic are simple except 
for the precursors that are not produced by conventional earth models, and require 
local ULVZ's for their generation. Their separation in time from PKP indicates their 
approximate position. A shift in the ULVZ position of 50 km produces about a sec 
change in separation. 
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of broadband synthetics (bottom of A) for PREM (solid) 
with a model containing a dome-shaped low velocity zone (dashed). The geometry is 
that displayed in figure 6.1 where the dome is 240 km wide, 60 km high, and has a 
10% reduction in P-wave velocity. Also included are the various CRT contributions 
showing the response construction as an interference phenomenon for the two models. 
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Figure 6.5: A blow-up of the depth zone between 1600 to 2200 km from figure 6.4 
is displayed in B showing the shift required to complicate the normally long-period 
B-caust ic diffraction. The sum of the upper contribut ions yields the synt hetics. The 
PKIKP (inner-core) and the PKiKP (inner-core boundary reflection) are not sepa-
rat ed in t his calculation because of coarse-layering; see Song and Heimberger [1992] 
for finer resolut ion and a comparison of synthetics from other methods (1D). 
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Figure 6.6: lD GRT synthetic seismograms show smooth PKP precursor. PKP pre-
cursor is stronger with increasing distances, and eventually becomes B caustic (around 
144 degrees) , then t riplicates into PKPab, PKPbc. 
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Figure 6.7: lD GRT synthetic seismograms show anomalous PKP precursor. 
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6.5 Discussion 
A variety of geometric shapes of anomalous structures were considered in Wen and 
Heimberger [1998a], and arguments for their existence at the CMB as opposed to the 
mantle apply equally here. Essentially, the only portion of the earth where the DF 
path is separated significantly from scattering paths (figure 6.1) is in the lowermost 
mantle. The issue of receiver-side versus source-side remains problematic. However, 
if there were a significant anomaly at the source-side, we would expect to see some 
distortions in the DBIC observations since the CMB crossings are quite close to those 
of MSKU. Secondly, moving the source about 100 km does not affect the precursor's 
positivn, again supporting the receiver-side interpretation. Moreover, the position of 
the proposed ULVZ as outlined in figure 6.2d is in agreement with strong short-period 
scattering as reported recently by Hedlin and Shearer [2000]. This relationship be-
tween broadband and intense short-period scattering observed here was also observed 
beneath the mid-Pacific [ Vidale and Hedlin, 1998]. Thus, it appears that ULVZ's can 
have a broad range of scale lengths and complexity. This result is in general agree-
ment with local small-scale mantle convection caused by instability of the thermal 
boundary layer [Olson et al., 1987]. 
In conclusion, we have delineated a ULVZ extending at least 800 km along the 
eastern boundary of the Great African upwelling. Its shape is roughly that of a ridge 
structure with a strong reduction of both S and P velocities of up to 30 and 10%, 
respectively, as estimated from a combination of SKP dS and PKP precursors. 
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Appendix A Seismic Evidence for Ultra 
Low Velocity Zones Beneath Africa and 
Eastern Atlantic 
A .l Abstract 
. SKS waveforms recorded at distances of about 110° are extremely useful to constrain 
seismic velocity structure at the base of the mantle. SKS waves near this distance 
develop a complicated interference pattern with the phases SP dKS and SKP dS. We 
report anomalous behavior of this interference in a number of recordings of deep 
earthquakes beneath South America from stations in Europe and Africa. We model 
these data with two-dimensional dome-like structures at the base of the mantle which 
extend laterally by a few hundred km and in which the shear velocity is up to 30% 
lower than in PREM. The spatial extent of these structures, their position with respect 
to the SKS core exit points, and their seismic characteristics can not be uniquely 
determined. However, the presence of a dipping or a concaved upper interface is a 
key attribute of successful models. Models that invoke flat layers are insufficiently 
complex to explain the most erratic waveform behavior. The most anomalous data 
correspond to sampling regions at the base of the mantle beneath the East African 
Rift and beneath the Iceland, where possibly, whole-mantle upwellings form. 
A .2 Introduction 
The lowermost 300 km of the mantle (termed D" in this paper) is a complex region 
according to seismological observations and geodynamic models. It contains a thermal 
boundary layer at its base which transmits about 10 to 15% of the Earth's heat flow 
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[Davies, 1980); it is highly heterogeneous, and it may well influence convection in the 
core and mantle [Lay et al. , 1998]. 
Seismic models of D" are derived using a variety of data. Tomographic maps of D" 
[e.g. , Li and Romanowicz, 1996; Masters et al. , 1996; Grand et al. , 1997; Ritzwoller 
and Lavely, 1995] are primarily based on body wave travel times. They show regions 
with relatively high seismic velocity (compared to PREM [ Dziewonski and Anderson, 
1981]) beneath the circum-Pacific which possibly represent the seismic signatures 
of downwelling slabs [e.g. , Engebretson et al. , 1992]. Broad low seismic velocity 
anomalies, which may represent large-scale upwellings, are present beneath Africa 
and the central Pacific where subduction has not occurred since the Mesozoic [e.g., 
Chase and Shrowl, 1983]. These low velocity regions contain many of the world's 
hot spots [Crough and Jurdy, 1980], and they correlate with the long-wavelength 
geoid highs as expected for a convecting mantle [Hager et al. , 1985]. Additional 
seismological constraints on the spatial extent, seismic velocity gradients, and shear 
velocity anisotropy within these large-scale anomalies have come from the modeling of 
PeP precursors [Mori and Heimberger, 1995; Revenaugh and Meyer, 1997], broadband 
SKS and SP dKS waveforms [Camero and Heimberger, 1996], differential travel times 
[Breger and Romanowicz, 1998], broadband precursors to PKP [Wen and Heimberger, 
1998a], and SV-SH polarization [Lay et al. , 1998]. Most of these body wave modeling 
efforts focussed primarily on the Pacific anomaly which is well sampled by seismic 
waves that propagate from deep earthquakes in the western Pacific to stations in 
North America. 
Recently, high-quality broadband data has been provided by the 1994-1995 PASS-
CAL experiment in Tanzania [Nyblade et al. , 1996; Ritsema et al. , 1998a] which 
enables us to study the deep mantle beneath Africa by waveform modeling. In par-
ticular, recordings of earthquakes in the southwestern Atlantic Ocean at the Tanzania 
array show large shear wave travel time delays that indicate the presence of anoma-
lous structure in the lower mantle beneath Africa (figure A.1) . 
figure A.1a shows S and ScS travel time delays (with respect to PREM) of an event 
in the Sandwich Islands while figure A.1b shows S and SKS delays by an event in 
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the Drake Passage. The S, ScS, and SKS waves propagate through the same mantle 
corridor between the Drake Passage and central Asia (figure A.2). Note that the 
delay of S, generated by the Sandwich Island event, increases systematically from 
about zero at 65° to about 10 s at 75°. ScS phases are delayed by about 12 s over the 
entire distance range. The Tanzania array was installed on the boundary between 
the Tanzania Craton and the East African Rift. Ritsema et al. [1998b] estimate that 
about 3-4 s of the S delay is caused by anomalously low seismic velocity structure 
beneath the rift. The most compelling evidence that the remaining 6-8 s of the delay 
of S and ScS is caused by low velocity structure in the lower mantle beneath Africa is 
provided by the SKS data from the Drake Passage event shown in figure A.1b. The 
trend of SKS delays is opposite from the trend of S and ScS of the Sandwich Island 
earthquake even though the paths through the upper mantle are virtually identical. 
These data have been modeled by Ritsema et al. [1998b] with a continuous 2D struc-
ture that extends 1500 km into the mantle and which contains a uniform 3% drop 
in shear velocity relative to PREM. The model displayed in figure A.1 , however, was 
obtained by adopting the tomographic model of Grand [1994] in which the shear ve-
locity anomalies in the mid-mantle (1500-2600 km depth) have been enhanced [Ni et 
al. , 2000]. This model explains the data of figure A.1 as well as S-SKS differential 
travel times from South American events recorded in Africa. We introduce this model 
to define the shear velocity anomaly above the D" region as the African Low Velocity 
Zone (ALVZ) , but we do not imply that the ALVZ is necessarily detached from the D" 
although it is in Grand 's [1994] tomographic results. Dynamic models can reproduce 
ALVZ-type structures by invoking strong depth-dependent viscosity [Thompson and 
Tackley, 1998; Zhang and Yuen, 1997]. However, broad upwellings tend to efficiently 
remove the CMB thermal boundary layer, leading us to question what this slow D" 
structure beneath the ALVZ is, whether it contains ULVZ's at its base, and how it 
relates to whole-mantle upwellings in general. 
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Figure A.l: Cross sections of velocity structure connecting Sandwich Island to the 
Tanzania array (Grey lines in figure 2) along with raypaths appropriate for ScS 
and S in (A) and SKS and S in (B). The corresponding travel times on the right 
were computed from synthetics generated for these 2D sections (solid lines) along 
with observed picks from the array as discussed in Ritsema et al. (1998b) reduced 
by PREM. The velocity model was derived from the tomographic images of Grand 
(1994) by applying an ad hoc enhancement scheme proposed by Ni et al. (1999) for 
other profiles. 
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A.3 Analysis 
The seismic phases SP dKS and SKP dS are most clearly observed in radial component 
seismograms recorded at epicentral distances larger than 105°-11 oo. These phases 
arrive just behind the seismic phase SKS and are produced when S impinges upon 
the CMB at the critical S-to-P conversion angle [Kind and Muller, 1975] . The paths 
of SKS, SP dKS and SKP dS are very similar in the core and mantle. However, SP dKS 
and SKP dS also contains short P diffractions along the base of the mantle (figure A.3). 
By analyzing the interference of SP dKS and SKP dS with the SKS, we can constrain 
the fine-scale seismic velocity and density structure at the base of the mantle with 
relatively high resolution. 
The PREM model predicts that SP dKS and SKP dS separate from SKS near 110°. 
The bifurcation of SKS can be seen in PREM synthetics shown on the right in figure 
A.4 as SP dKS and SKP dS form a single pulse (both phases have identical travel 
time) that is well separated from SKS beyond about 114°. If t he P-velocity at the 
base of the mantle is lower than in PREM, the bifurcation shifts to shorter distances 
[ Garnero et al. , 1993]. Thus, identifying this bifurcation point becomes an excellent 
tool for constraining the P-velocity structure at localized regions just above the CMB, 
although still ambiguous with respect to SKS entry and exit points. 
A.3.1 a) Anomalous Waveform Data Sampling the Base of 
the Mantle Beneath Iceland and Africa 
The study of SP dKS and SKP dS waveforms requires recordings of relatively deep 
earthquakes in order to avoid interference with the surface reflections of pSKS and 
sSKS. Vve selected WWSSN recordings of 16 deep focus earthquakes (Table A.1) 
beneath South America and Tanzania array recordings for an earthquake beneath 
Colombia . The Colombia event was at a depth of 70 km and the phase sSKS arrives 
well after SKS and SKKS (figure A.4) . The waveform data shown in figure A.4 are 
anomalous in several aspects. First, the travel time of SKS is delayed by about 5-10 
s. The SKS delay is particularly large at stations AMBA and PUGE, apparently due 
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Figure A.2: Tomographic map of the bottom-most mantle velocity (modified from 
Grand (1994) by i et al. (1999) along with raypaths indicating sampled structures. 
Stars denote event locations with t riangles indicating WWSSN stations and TAN, the 
position of the Tanzania array. The heavy line segments indicate the short paths of 
diffracted P (SP dKS and SKP dS) along the CMB. Segments corresponding to anoma-
lous waveforms are rose-colored. The heavy grey lines indicate the position of the 2D 
cross-sections displayed in figure A.1 . 
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Table A.1: South American events list 
No. Date Time, UT Lat (Deg) Lon (Deg) Depth (km) 
1 Sept. 17,1965 11:13:53.5 -1.4 -77.7 161 
2 Nov. 3,1965 1:39:3.20 -9.04 -71.32 587 
3 Feb. 15,1967 16:11:11.5 -9.075 -71.38 595 
4 Sept. 9,1967 10:6:44.5 -27.62 -63.15 577 
5 Dec. 27,1967 8:53:51.4 -21.2 -68.3 135 
6 Aug. 23,1968 22:36:49.8 -22 -63.64 513 
7 July 25,1969 6:6:42.1 -25.49 -63.21 573 
8 June 4,1970 4:9:25 -9.9 -78.9 57 
9 June 17,1970 4:44:20.9 -16 -71.88 99 
10 Feb. 21 ,1971 10:35:19.7 -23.8 -67.19 165.6 
11 May 8,1971 0:49:45.0 -42.28 -71.78 146.2 
12 Oct. 25,1973 14:8:58.5 -21.96 -63.65 517 
13 Dec. 5,1974 11:57:31.1 -7.65 -74.45 156 
14 May 21,1979 22:22:23.0 -15.44 -70.04 209 
15 Sept. 15,1982 20:22:57.8 -14.53 -70.79 153 
16 Nov. 18,1982 14:57:51.3 -1 .73 -76.72 190 
17 Dec. 12,1983 12:21:12:0 -28.13 -63.15 602 
to the local rift structure [Ritsema et al. , 1998a]. Second, there is an abrupt change 
in the amplitude ratio of SKKS to SKS beginning at about 110° with a noticeable 
increase indicative of the interference caused by the SKS bifurcation. Third, several 
SKS pulses are anomalously broader than predicted by PREM, especially at stations 
MITU and SI TG. At larger distances, SKS and SKP dS are obvious as two distinct 
pulses in the data. The differential travel time of SKS and SKP dS is well predicted 
by PREM synthetics, but the amplitude of SKP dS is anomalously large. 
A sample of radial component WWSSN recordings is given in figure A.5 along with 
PREM synthetics on the left. These data are divided into three columns. The second 
column, labeled 'Normal ', contains recordings that can, to a large extent, be explained 
by the PREM model. Recordings for distances smaller than 110° (UME 9 at 104° 
through UME 7 at 110°) show simple SKS pulses similar to the PREM synthetics. 
SKS and SKP dS emerge as separate signals in the record ElL at 9 near 111 o, as 
predicted by PREM. The P diffractions associated with the 'normal' data propagate 
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Figure A.3: Schematic ray plots displaying directS entering the core asP along with 
a diffracted ray P d on the left and P exiting the core as S and containing a P multiple 
in a slow layer on the right . The response can reach critical angle if a 3 > a 2 as 
indicated which can enhance or reduce amplitudes by locally dipping. We will refer 
to these two packets of rays as SP dKS (a) and SKP dS (b). 
primarily through regions of D" where the average seismic wave velocity is PREM-like 
[Camero and Heimberger, 1995; 1998]. The waveforms in the second column, labeled 
' Iceland', yield strong secondary arrivals that develop at much shorter distances than 
in the 'normal ' recordings. Compare, for example, the broad signals in recordings 
KEY 14 with the relatively narrow SKS signals in recordings NUR 14 inserted above 
it for direct comparison. This same feature occurs in KEY 14 when compared with 
UME 9. This implies that the path to KEY is anomalous near the CMB, since 
this broadness does not appear to be a source effect. The fourth column, labeled 
'Africa' , shows anomalous recordings at station AAE in eastern Africa. We emphasize 
recordings AAE 2, AAE 3, and AAE 9. The "shoulder" on AAE 14 is similar to that 
of KBS. Note that these types of features occur in the PREM synthetics and more 
normal type data at great distances, i.e., ElL 9. However, the recording of event 
AAE 11 does not show this feature even though it is at the same distance. The 
path corresponding to AAE 11 is located further to the south compared to the other 
recordings and could be a manifestation of lateral variation. 
The great circle paths corresponding to the data of figure A.5 are shown in figure 
A.2. Heavy line segments represent the short P-wave diffracted path along the CMB 
boundary which are colored red if they are associated with anomalous waveform 
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Figure A .4: Display of Tanzania array waveform data (radial displacement) containing 
SKS interference and corresponding synthetics generated with a reflectivity code. The 
event and path locations is given in figure A.2. 
behavior. Note that the southern path segment associated with AAE 11 is normal 
(black) whenever AAE 14, AAE 2, 3, 9 are anomalous. Here we assume that D" 
structures causing the waveform complexity are located at the core-exit locations of 
SKS within or at the northern edge of t he large-scale low shear velocity anomaly 
beneath Africa. 
A.4 b) Modeling the SKS Waveform Bifurcation 
To some extent, the waveform complexities seen in figure A.5 can be produced with 1D 
models which invoke reduced P-velocit ies at the base of the mantle. Such models are 
effective in producing the delays of SP dKS and SKP dS and enhancing their amplit udes 
with respect to SKS [ Garnero et al. , 1993]. Synthetics for basal layers with thickness 
from 10 to 40 km and with P and S velocity reductions of 5% match the data well. 
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Figure A.5: Display of PREM synthetics on the left accompanied by three columns of 
analog WWSSN records (radial component) of SKS and diffractions displaying normal 
and anomalous waveforms (beneath Iceland and Africa). The numbers indicate events 
as identified in Table A.l. The stations are identified by their three latter codes with 
corresponding locations given in figure A.2. Timing lines appropriate for SKS, SP dKS 
(PREM) and SKPdS (anomalous with respect to Iceland data) are included. Note 
that events 5, 6, and 12 appear relatively simple at stations on the left while the 
recordings of these events at KEV and KRK are complex. The same feature occurs 
at AAE for events 2 and 9. Note also that the two traces of AAE that are not very 
anomalous, AAEll and AAE1 , correspond to the southern and northernmost paths. 
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If the anomaly is confined to either the core entry or core exit point of SKS, we need 
to increase the velocity anomalies to 10% [Heimberger et al., 1996a]. Such one-sided 
structures with thickness variations ranging from 5-40 km fit are particularly useful 
to explain many anomalous mid-Pacific data [ Garnero and Heimberger, 1995]. A 
sample of these observations is displayed in figure A.6a. Note that a secondary phase 
(SP dKS) emerges at epicentral distances smaller than 110°, and several recordings 
yield high amplitude secondary pulses (denoted by the solid dots) that can not easily 
be explained with models that employ flat basal layers. Enhanced SP dKS and SKP dS 
amplitudes can be obtained when the shear velocity in basal layers is significantly 
reduced (figure A.7) ; however, an oscillatory wavetrain that follows SKS throughout 
the 110°-110° distance range has not been observed in the SKS coda. By reducing 
the thickness of the basal layer, the oscillatory wavetrain is suppressed [ Garnero and 
Heimberger, 1998] . Nonetheless, strong SKS waveform distortions such as those shown 
in figure A.6 (dots) can not be modeled with a simple flat-layered model since the 
observed second arrival is anomalously strong and develops early relative to PREM. 
High amplitude reflections are often recorded by stations located in sedimentary 
basins. These signals have been successfully modeled using dipping interfaces [Helm-
berger et al., 1983]. Models with dipping interfaces lend themselves also to the study 
of teleseismic SKS waveform data. As illustrated in figure A.3, a structure dipping 
upward allows for the development of high amplitude SKP dS signals at relatively short 
epicentral distances without introducing complex SKS coda. Synthetics for models 
with dipping interfaces can be computed using 1-D model by simply increasing the 
velocity contrast locally, where a 3 becomes the apparent velocity referred to as the 
'local stretching approximation' in Heimberger et al. [1996b]. Another new method 
to compute more accurate synthetics for such extreme models was introduced by Wen 
and Heimberger [1998b]. In this approach, the interaction of SKS and SKPdS with 
fine-scale CMB structure near the SKS core exit point is estimated using a finite-
difference technique while the propagation of SKS and SP dKS through the core and 
mantle is treated analytically. A comparison of the ' local dipping approximation' 
against the more exact solution is also made in figure A.8. The synthetics in the 
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Figure A.6: Comparison of waveform observations from various anomalous regions; 
see Garnero and Heimberger (1998) for details about the Fiji and Kermadec events 
recorded in North America. The timing lines are the same in all columns indicating 
the SKS arrival relative to observed diffracted P (dotted) and theoretical PREM 
(dashed) . 
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Figure A. 7: The three columns of synthetics are appropriate for three models 
assuming various degrees of drops in P and S velocity indicated at the top. The layer 
thickness is 30 km. Mixed paths with a low velocity layer for SP dKS and PREM for 
SKP dS. Upper panel displays WWSSN (LP ) simulation with broadband (BB) below 
assuming a (2, 2, 2); see trapezoidal time history. These synthetics are plotted as a 
record section with a reducing velocity. Note the complexity as the shear velocity 
drops and shift of the interference to shorter distances. 
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Figure A.8: Comparison of the Iceland observations against synthetics produced by 
an analytical approach (middle) and those generated by the hybrid method (Dome) 
on the right. The numbers above the synthetics indicates the ULVZ layer thickness 
relative to the SKS path with the numbers in parentheses indicating the percentage 
jump in a 3 . The layer velocities and Dome velocities are 10% lower than PREM both 
in P and S with the same density. The dome height is 80 km and is situated relative 
to SKS to maximize the diffraction amplitude. 
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third column are computed for a dome that is 80 km high, 200 km wide, in which 
the P and S velocity is reduced by 10%. The dome is positioned with respect to 
the SKS core exit point to maximize the amplitude of the reflection from the upper 
boundary of the dome. Internal multiples within the dome while notable are not 
strong if the S velocity reduction is less than 10%, or if the height of the dome is 
less than 20 km (figure A.9). Synthetics for domes with a height of 40 km and with 
P and S velocity reductions of 10% and 30%, respectively, provide a good match to 
the ' Iceland' profile, capturing most of the strong interference near 111 o . Only the 
average structure is sufficient for modeling these waveforms. The shape of the dome 
and the velocity gradient at its top affect the waveforms only marginally [Wen and 
Helmberger, 1998b]. 
The models are not only non-unique in terms of trade-off between structural shape 
and seismic parameters but also in terms of the position of the ULVZ dome with 
respect to SKS core exit points (figure A.10). If we place the dome such that the 
P-wave traveling upward within the dome is reflected back downward at the upper 
boundary of the dome and reflected back up at the core near critical angle S, we can 
generate a strong and delayed SKP dS as displayed on the right . The amplitude of this 
converted P to S phase is large only over a few degrees as discussed in [Helmberger 
et al. , 1996a]. Thus, the geometry becomes extremely important. Small lateral shifts 
of the dome alter the amplitude of this phase and produce rapid changes in the SKS-
SKP dS interference pattern. For example, the recording at KBS near 109° in figure 
A.9 is obtained from a distinctly different path than those traveling to KEY and 
KRK (shown in figure A.ll) and can be fit by synthetics for the 20D model and by 
synthetics for the 40D model which invokes a dome that is shifted slightly to the left 
(figure A.10c). Obviously, without a dense epicentral distance sampling of the SKS-
SKP dS, we can not constrain the shape and position of ULVZ domes completely, nor 
do present-day tomographic models help us to discriminate between viable models at 
this small scale. 
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Figure A.9: Anomalous observations of South American events recorded at KEV and 
KRK along with three columns of synthetics. The observations are aligned on SKS 
with a line indicating the diffraction SKP dS . The dome heights are 801 40 and 20 km 
with reductions in velocity as indicated . 
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A.4.1 c) Modeling the African Waveform D ata 
A broad low shear velocity anomaly is located in D" beneath the eastern Atlantic and 
Africa (figure A.12 upper panel) which is far more anomalous than the shear velocity 
structure beneath Iceland. However, station AAE appears to be near the northern 
edge. We would expect an Iceland-type geometry with the SKS points situated on 
the limb of the structure and SKS-bifurcation waveforms to sample more of the slow 
velocity. In fact , most AAE waveforms can be modeled with synthetics taken from 
the middle columns of figure A.10. For these events, SKS emerges to the right of 
the structure. A comparison of the AAE observations against these synthetics (figure 
A.10c) is displayed in figure A.13, except for the two records denoted by stars, selected 
from slightly different geometries indicated in figure A.lO. Waveform complexities 
such as a small shoulder in AAE 14 and perhaps the high amplitude SKP dS pulse 
in AAE 9 are likely due to 3-D structure. Although the comparison between data 
and synthetics is not perfect , the 2-D synthetics do explain the very strong secondary 
arrival near 111 o much better than synthetics computed for models with flat-layered 
structures. 
The waveform corresponding to the southernmost path to AAE, denoted by the 
black segment in figure A.10, is not as anomalous, and neither are many of the 
Tanzania Array waveforms. This could mean that the ULVZ has pinched out or the 
geometry here is less favorable to SKP dS. It would appear that the SKS exit points are 
near the maximum slowness, a situation not unlike that producing column (a) in figure 
A.10. For comparison, we added a column on the right containing our best fitting 
mixed 1D layered model. The path geometry appears to be in agreement with most of 
the observations (figure A.14) where the SKP dS interference occurs at relatively larger 
distance than at AAE. These 2D synthetics were generated from column (a) and (d), 
with a time history adjusted to roughly match the COMA observation assumed to 
be (SKS - SKP dS) free of interference. This is relatively simple in the Mix 1D model 
since the synthetics reduce essentially to a delta function for distances less than 107°. 
The 2D structures with large seismic parameter drops remain somewhat complex at all 
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Figure A.lO: Sensitivity tests showing the effect on dome posit ion with respect to 
SKS, with lines indicating the range of CMB crossings. Thus, the dome is directly 
centered on the SKS paths on the left and shift ing off the dome to the right where the 
diffracted effects are enhanced in the 108° to 112° window. The upper panel contains 
a vVWSSN response while the lower panel displays displacement. The amplit udes 
are plotted relative to the top t race (105°). Note the small amplitudes in the second 
column at the larger ranges where SKS is being defocused by the strong curvature. 
These waveshapes will be used to model the African data. 
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ranges because of internal mult iples, especially in SYN2D2. This column was included 
to show the expected behavior for the same dome posit ions used in modeling the AAE 
data set but without the long-period \\TWSSN filter. These waveforms (SYN2D2) do 
not fit the observations very well, especially at the shorter distances. The SY 2D 1 
synthetics fit the data quite well except at a few stations (SING and PUGE) which 
prefer a weak SKP dS such as displayed in column Mix1D. The broadness of some 
of the southernmost paths, such as to RUNG and MITU, is quite pronounced in 
agreement with SYN2D1 synthetics. Allowing the geometry to vary slightly would 
obviously aid in the modeling process, i.e., t he observations at KIBE looks like the 
average of SYN2D1 and SYN2D2. In short, it appears that the array data is sampling 
some complex structure on the northern edge of a strong anomaly, which is delaying 
the development of SKP dS. Another possibility is that the ULVZ is pinching out 
into a LVZ such as modeled on the right. Either interpretation yields a picture with 
rapidly varying CMB structure beneath the northern edge of Grand's anomalous D" 
structure. Thus, it appears that the African structure is not unlike that occurring 
beneath the mid-Pacific: essentially a widespread low velocity zone with pockets of 
ULVZ's beneath some regions. 
A.5 Discussion 
It appears that an ULVZ exists under a portion of the ALVZ and may be associated 
with the upwelling process. The ALVZ can be seen in t he upper panel of figure A.12 
as a low shear velocity structure that extends from the CMB into the upper mantle, 
bracketed by SKS and SKKS. A much clearer expression of the ALVZ extending 
into the upper mantle is shown by Ritsema et al. (1999]. However, there appears 
to be some horizontal offsets along this path. This may indicate a change in the 
style of convection caused by chemistry [Kellogg et al. 1999] or the expected increase 
in viscosity at these depths. At shallower depths, receiver function analysis at the 
Tanzania array also suggest that shear velocit ies in the transition zone, the structure 
between the 410 and 660 km boundaries, are anomalously low [Gurrola et al. , 1999]. 
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They suggest lateral changes in the depths to these boundaries and conclude that the 
transition zone is about 25 km thinner than the global average of 250 km. A similar 
result has been reported earlier for the transition zone beneath Iceland [Shen et al., 
1996]. The P wave tomographic model by Bijwaard et al. [1998] also suggests that 
a continuous low velocity anomaly extend from the upper mantle beneath Iceland to 
the CMB. Africa and Iceland have both been classified as regions where volcanism 
may be related to mantle plumes [e.g. , Sleep, 1990] . Thus, perhaps the correlation 
of mantle plumes with anomalous low velocity regions at the CMB, as proposed by 
Williams et al. [1998], has merit. Although the evidence is weaker than below Africa, 
there seems to be a vertical structure beneath the southern mid-Atlantic ridge, i.e. , 
near 55° in the top panel of figure A.12. 
There is direct evidence for an LVZ or perhaps an ULVZ beneath the north mid-
Atlantic as discussed earlier, i.e. , path from Sandwich Island to VAL in figure A.2. 
Thus, there appears to be some relationship between the downwelling beneath the 
Americas and the upwelling to the east. If the fast velocities is indicative of heavy 
material (cold) , as suggested by Sidorin et al. (1999) , it may push the thermal 
boundary layer away from the Americas towards Africa causing it to thicken, which 
could be the anomalous layer (D") near the CMB beneath the ALVZ in figure A.l. 
Another explanation is that the D" structure beneath ALVZ is simply a manifes-
tation of a small amount of melt. As suggested by Knittle [1998], we might expect 
some chemical differentiation assuming a hot lower-mantle Holland and Ahrens [1997]. 
Some melt would move upward fueling the upwelling directly and some would move 
downward forming a heavy slow D", providing the CMB density anomaly proposed 
by Ishii and Tromp [1999]. In this context, the ULVZ's would just be a local concen-
tration of particularly strong melt below a major upwelling. 
In conclusion, we have reviewed existing SKS-bifurcation waveform data in com-
parison with observations sampling beneath Iceland and Pacific with new data from 
Africa. To model the extreme delays and strengths of SKP dS relative to SKS in some 
observations requires ULVZ's containing short-wavelength structures on the CMB. 
Thus, we have examined the raypaths through Grand 's tomography model for the 
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Figure A. l 2: Upper panel contains a 2D section of Grand 's tomography model with 
SKKS (red) and SKS (brown) geometrical paths connecting the South American event 
to TAN. Middle panel contains predicted times relative to PRE i , SKS ( olid) with 
SKKS (dashed). ote that the differential times (dotted) are nearly zero as observed. 
Lower panel displays a detailed map of the CMB showing the piercing points, SKS 
(crosses) and SKKS (circles) along with P-diffract ion segments. Also note that the 
TAN samples of SKS are already well into the slow structure relative to the geometry 
for AAE. 
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Figure A.l3: Comparison of the AAE waveform observations with synthetics selected 
from figure A.ll (middle column) , except for the two observations labeled ( * ). Some 
of these synthetics have been shifted slightly in distance to correct for small changes 
in source depth, as in Garnero and Heimberger (1998). Note the strong interference 
observed for events (2), (3) , and (9) , which are well-modeled by this 2D structure. 
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(b)Syn2D1 (c)Syn2D2 
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Figure A.l4: assuming a Dome structure and a mixed path. The first two columns, 
Syn2Dl and Syn2D2, contain the Green's functions given in figure A.lO (a) and (d). 
The synthetic Mix lD contains the layered approximation with PREM on the source-
end, and a 5% drop in a layer 30 km thick beneath the array (see figure A.lc). The 
dotted traces correspond to the southernmost paths as displayed in figure A.l2. 
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simplest situation (Iceland) and the most complex (Africa) . Velocity drops in S of 
up to 30% and curvature of interfaces of 40 km over 300 km laterally proved effec-
tive in modeling efforts in both situations. However, these synt hetics are 2D and 
the structure is obviously 3D. Thus, to resolve these detailed features of ULVZ's in 
relationship to surrounding structure will require very dense station coverage of the 
type proposed in the U. S. Array experiment along with 3D synthetics. 
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